TAX AND THE FORGOTTEN CLASSES – A POTTED HISTORY

Abstract

Peasants, workers and other ordinary people have shaped our world. In this paper I look at their mass struggles over tax, often escalating into broader rebellions, revolts and revolutions against the status quo. This can start as battles within the elite, and end as solutions within the elite. Or it can be a revolt from below, which the elite co-opt or repress or which goes a step further with the lower classes overthrowing the old way of doing things and sweeping aside the impediments to a new economic system, i.e. a social revolution.

In looking at the role of peasants, workers and other often forgotten people in the tax and then wider rebellions and revolutions over the last millennium we can I hope discern the long slow march of history to democracy. This is a potted history of forgotten people in the story of tax over the last millennium. There are many more examples which I hope others, inspired by my tentative steps, explore.

The long slow march to political and economic democracy we see in this analysis may be side-tracked at the moment. In Australia and other countries social democracy has been the main side-tracker. Although the old mole of class struggle is not visible at the moment we can be sure it is burrowing away to claw its way to the surface, often sparked to do so by the taxes of the elite.

I INTRODUCTION

War, democracy and revolution are key themes in the history of taxation. In turn taxation is often a key theme in war, democracy and revolution. Tax is both a cause and consequence of revolution and in the case of income tax, a consequence of capitalist development and expansion and the wars that go hand in hand with that development and expansion. There is an intertwining of tax, war, democracy and revolution that confirms Schumpeter’s argument, borrowing the language of Goldscheid, for a new school of study, fiscal sociology.1 As Schumpeter says there is both ‘a causal importance of fiscal policy (insofar as fiscal events are an important element in the causation of all change)’2 He sees the symptomatic

2 Schumpeter, above n 1, 100.
significance of fiscal history as even more important than its causal significance because tax is ‘the thunder of world history.’

For Schumpeter the history of the last millennium is in major part a fiscal history of the replacement of demesne revenues (personal revenue rights of monarchs) by the tax state, driven mainly by the need for increased spending on war.

However, what is missing in most analyses of this intertwining of tax, war, democracy and rebellion is the perspective of the ruled, the oppressed and exploited, the labouring classes. The poor and working masses are often mere footnotes in the history of taxation. Most commentators see or imagine the thunder coming from on high, i.e. from or within the ruling class. What this mainly Anglo-centric overview of key taxation events aims to do, with a detour via France in 1789, is to refocus our vision so that we see that tax can be a spark for the fire from below. This is the bushfire in Australian terminology, the fire that races across the terrain destroying all before it and in doing that allows and creates the conditions for both new growth and re-growth. This article then is about the tax spark and the bushfire, in some cases, like the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, the English Civil War and the French and American Revolutions, and in a very localised way the Eureka Stockade in Australia, the rising up of the exploited classes as they enter on to the stage of history.

What is striking in the struggles over tax we will look is that they have been at their heart battles about democracy, or depending on the societal and historical context, democracy for a minority, albeit often a powerful minority, a battle for a say among the exploiters, the ruling class of hostile brothers challenging their brothers in the ruling status quo and the particular governing body.

The big struggles over tax have often been about a say in what an autocratic ruler or government does in both its extraction of money from the various classes and its spending of that money. In earlier times sections of the ruling elite demanded a voice, with, in times of acute crisis, the common people joining the battle. Often the lower classes have been encouraged to do so by some of the hostile brothers to help them in their struggles against other members of the ruling class. The hostile brothers can indeed be very hostile not only to
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3 Ibid, 101.
5 In part this reflects my own background and the intellectual heritage and history I have been burdened with. In part it reflects the fact that it was in Western Europe that capitalism developed and England and then Great Britain that became the dominant capitalist power. In part it is a consequence of the inadequacies of tax history too in relation to these events. Another aspect is my own birthplace, Australia, and the lack of class analysis of tax developments here. Finally I have to plead space. This is an essay, not a book, and so even those events covered are dealt with fairly briefly, but adequately enough I hope, to make some key points. As a socialist, tax and working class rebellions and revolutions, like the Paris Commune and the Russian Revolution. Although mentioned here briefly, they, along with other working class uprisings, deserve in depth and separate analysis as the next stage in developing an understanding of tax and political and social revolutions. The Studies in the History of Taxation Law series published by Hart Publications, with the first six volumes edited by John Tiley and Volume 7, published in September 2015, edited by Peter Harris and Dominic de Cognan give a good overview of various, mainly specific, aspects of tax history, including occasionally from non-Anglo and non-European perspectives.
the exploited classes but also to other sections of their own class as they battle among themselves for political or economic supremacy, or both.

In other words tax battles are often about democracy and representation. Seligman highlights this when he says:

> It is well known that liberty has been intimately bound up with the contest against unjust taxation; the constitutional history of England is to a large a history of the struggle of the people to gain control of the treasury; the American revolution was precipitated by a question of taxation; the French revolution was bought about primarily by the fiscal abuses of the ancien régime.7

The insights of Schumpeter and Seligman need to be seen in a class context. Tax battles are not just about democracy and representation. They are the struggles of particular classes for democracy and representation. More than that, these battles for a voice are often sparked by tax, the immediate extraction of money or goods or even free labour from the various classes that can spark revolutions and at the same time be seen as one avenue for progressive change. Tax, war, democracy are all reflections of the battle over surplus labour and who gets what share of that surplus labour - the same sections of the ruling class or hostile brothers, different sections of the hostile brothers, a complete new band of hostile brothers, or the oppressed and exploited.

What is missing from the analyses of the likes of Schumpeter and Seligman is class analysis from the perspective of the forgotten; for example, what and whose liberty are we talking about? Why and in what ways was the taxation unjust? Whose thunder? Whose history? Whose taxation? Who was on the streets and in the armies literally fighting for democracy and against the rulers and their class based taxes? While the analysis of the likes of Schumpeter and Seligman do position such revolts in the context of the particular class societies they arose in, they don’t view the particular class pressures and struggles occurring from the point of view of the oppressed and exploited. They certainly don’t view history as the battle of classes. To continue with Marx and Engels and the idea of [written] history as the history of class struggle, what we need to do, by necessity only briefly in this paper, is to look at tax and history not just in the context of opposing classes (and of course in the context too of battles within the ruling classes or band of hostile brothers) but in the context of the battle between the contending classes. I can do no better than quote Marx and Engels on this.

> Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, [stand] in constant opposition to one another, [carry] on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a fight that each time [ends], either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at large, or in the common ruin of the contending classes.8

In saying that the history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggle we should also heed Marx’s warning that this is not in fact always between opposing classes but are often between particular sections of society. As we shall see, the combatants in these battles over tax often start off as sections of the elite themselves wanting to rein in the taxing power of the sovereign and to ensure there is some common consent (narrowly understood to be consent among the ruling class) to taxation. And in saying that the history of all hitherto
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existing society is the history of class struggle we should also heed Marx’s warning that this is not in fact always between opposing classes but are often between particular sections of society. In rebutting historical continuity between figures from different periods of human development, for example Caesar and Bonaparte in the form of Caesarism and Bonapartism, Marx says: ‘People forget Sismondi’s’ significant saying: “The Roman proletariat lived at the expense of society, while modern society lives at the expense of the proletariat.” With so complete a difference between the material, economic conditions of the ancient and the modern class struggles, the political figures produced by them can likewise have no more in common with one another than the Archbishop of Canterbury has with the High Priest Samuel.’

It is the trend over the past millennium towards the increasing involvement of the exploited classes in making their own history that is the evolving theme of this paper. I argue too that that trend has been slowed or side-tracked in the case of Australia, and other major Western countries too, by the rise of social democracy and political reform from above, rather than reform, let alone revolution, from below. I hope that the theme becomes clearer as we remove the cloak of history and reveal the reality of class struggle in all its beauty and imperfections.

The danger to all of the ruling class is that in mobilising the common people to fight in one or both sides of the battles of the hostile brothers, the oppressed and exploited may themselves mobilise around their own issues, often cloaked in the language of liberation one section of the emerging or existing ruling class uses. For example, as the first signs of capitalism developed in the interstices of the feudal system, the common people entered more and more onto the stage of history, not as adjuncts to the elite and their pursuits of limited democracy and limited representation, but as the bearers of ideas for new societies based on equality and common ownership. However, as we shall in the English Civil War, the American Revolution and the French Revolution, the depth of representation the oppressed and exploited classes demand often challenges the rule of the oppressors. These visions of democracy frighten and threaten the ruling classes who then incorporate the oppressed and exploited within the current social structures through some apparent concessions or through brutal repression.

War too plays it part in all of our examples of tax and rebellion. The brutal conflicts between various states and regimes in feudal and capitalist society appear a constant backdrop to rebellion and revolution. War seems an inevitable consequence of class society. It is a continuation of the class struggle on a state or national level, a fight by particular exploiters on one geographic area for dominance over other similar elites in other areas and hence about winning a greater share of surplus labour by expanding jurisdiction at the expense of other regimes. Funding actual wars requires extra revenue, often through a state or regime imposing taxes on sections of society with power, or more widely, on those exploited and oppressed without power. However it has consequences. As Trotsky so eloquently put it in early 1917 in New York before he made it back to Russia:


10 As Le Goff points out it also means not just funding war expenditure but the government debt that wars inevitably give rise to. T J A Le Goff ‘How to Finance an Eighteenth-Century War’ in WM Ormrod, Margaret Boney and Richard Bonney (eds) *Crises, Revolutions and Self-Sustained Growth: Essays in European Fiscal history 1130-1830* (Shaun Tyas, Stamford, 1999) 377, 378-379.
In all the belligerent countries the lack of bread is the most immediate, the most acute reason for dissatisfaction and indignation among the masses. All the insanity of the war is revealed to them from this angle: it is impossible to produce necessities of life because one has to produce instruments of death.\(^{11}\)

Funding the production of those instruments of death almost invariably requires states or regimes to tax their populations. That can take various forms, including alienating other sections of the hostile brothers by taxing them heavily, or taxing the exploited and oppressed and hence reducing their share of necessary labour and making basic living and survival even more difficult. The more tax, the less bread.

This article is a brief outline or first sketch of a people’s history of taxation, drawing on tax, war, and the growing role of the common people in historic events. I look at the often undocumented role of the unfree, the oppressed and exploited, in rebellions from the Magna Carta, the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, the English Civil War, the American Revolution and the French Revolution. From their our journey sees us briefly visit the Napoleonic Wars and the drivers for income tax in the United Kingdom and the factors embedding it permanently in the English tax system, including the Chartist movement. I will go on then to look at the tax spark for the Eureka Stockade, what that rebellion was about and the impact of World War I and II on tax in Australia.

My aim is to reintroduce class and class struggles from below into discussions about tax and history. It was Marx and Engels who famously declared ‘the history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles.’\(^{12}\) In a nutshell, the big tax struggles of the past and the present and those political and social revolutions sparked by tax are part of the ongoing battles between oppressed and oppressor, between exploiter and exploited, a battle for the social surplus which, under capitalism, is a battle over surplus value and its market reflection in wages, profits, interest, dividends and taxes and state expenditure.\(^{13}\) These can be battles within the hostile brothers over their particular share of the surplus the exploited create, or it can be a battle by the exploited for a greater share of the social surplus, or a combination of both.

When the exploited rise up it is because taxes cut their ability to provide for their basics. I Marist terms under capitalism taxes on workers reduce the value of the labour power workers have to sell to survive. The added point under capitalism is that some state expenditure is returned to workers in the form of a social wage and that includes health services, education, public transport and direct welfare payments they receive. Together with their actual wage this is the price of their labour power as part of the self-sustaining process for workers to return to work the next day and have adequate education, and so on, to be exploited.

In the past tax and tax inspired rebellions have been very bloody. To misquote Marx, the history of taxation is, ‘written in the annals of mankind in letters of blood and fire.’\(^{14}\) It is the


\(^{12}\) Marx and Engels, above n 8, 3.


\(^{14}\) Karl Marx, Capital Volume 1 (Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1977) 669. He was referring to capitalism. Marx later in that tome says that ‘…capital comes dripping from head to foot, from every pore, with blood and dirt.’ Ibid, 712. So too in my view does income tax, and the demands for tax justice and equity.
blood and fire of ordinary people – of the likes of slaves, peasants, and workers - that I particularly want to highlight. This is my contribution to tax history from below. As Brian Manning put it when discussing the English Revolution but with an approach we can generalise to all rebellions or revolutions:

At the time of the English Revolution it was common to make a tripartite division of society into the gentry, ‘the middling sort’ and ‘the poor’. The first and second of these categories have occupied the attention of historians – the first much more than the second – in assessing the causes and course of the revolution, but the third has been largely neglected.  

Like Manning, I too want ‘to make a preliminary attempt to remedy this omission’ but from the point of view of tax and history and the role of the forgotten classes.

The aim in this paper then is to introduce readers to the open battle of the oppressed against the oppressor in the fights over or caused in part by tax. This paper is a sketch, an introduction to a potted people’s history of taxation, a potted history in which I want to draw out a simple message – tax, democracy and rebellion are intertwined, often walking hand in hand with war, failed war, and colonial expansion. This is the first step to help me put the people back into the history of taxation and on to the stage of history.

Before we begin our journey with the Magna Carta two further explanations are necessary. First, there are revolutions and there are revolutions. In fact there are political revolutions and social revolutions, and shades in between. What’s the difference?

As Neil Davidson puts it:

Political revolutions take place within a socioeconomic structure. They are struggles for control of the state, involving factions of the existing ruling class, which leave fundamental social and economic structures intact.

This means that political revolutions can be fights among sections of the ruling class, with their own specific interests, or involve the oppressed and exploited who may win reforms and better conditions of existence, (sometimes under the urging and very watchful eye and control of sections of the elite in their battle with other sections of the ruling class,) but win those benefits without threatening the social order. Such political revolutions can and often do replace particular individuals in key positions in the ruling class, and sometimes even establish new institutions of governance. They do not however challenge the existence of the ruling class itself nor the system producing that ruling class.

On the other hand, social revolutions, according to Davidson:

… are not merely struggles for control of the state, but struggles to transform it, either in response to changes that have already taken place in the mode of production (the early bourgeois revolutions), or in order to bring such changes about (the late bourgeois revolutions and the socialist revolution): they involve a change from one socioeconomic structure to another.
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16 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
The move from slavery to feudalism, from feudalism to capitalism and from capitalism to socialism are examples of social revolutions. As the English Civil War and the French, American and Russian revolutions show, such social revolutions require a movement from below, the exploited classes entering on to the stage of history to challenge the old ways of doing things. So too, often, do political revolutions, as the Magna Carta and the Peasant’s Revolt show. Indeed arguably it is the masses making demands on the state that resulted in making income tax a permanent fixture of capitalism in Great Britain, together with the cost pressures of war. The demands for equity and freedom, of which, for example no taxation without representation’ and ‘taxing the rich’ form part, express the political revolution society is or was undergoing.

Further, we need to be careful not to draw iron curtains around political and social revolutions. Political revolutions can become social revolutions. Only nine months separated the fall of the Czar in Russia in February 1917 and the democratic working class socialist October Revolution. 

The demands for democracy and economic equality by the left and especially far left sections of the exploited classes in for example but not limited to The English Civil War, the French Revolution and the American Revolution pre-figured later socialist demands. However, and this is the second point of explanation necessary in this context before we look at my potted history of tax, war, democracy and revolution, we need to be careful in any examination of the past not to read back into that study our own historical context and predilections. Peasants are not workers, and a working class, along with other groups in transition, developing in the interstices of feudal society is not a working class able to win socialism, unlike today’s working class or indeed the working class in the 1830s and 1840s in England and the 1870s in France.

Having said that, we also need to understand that the exploited classes and the nascent ruling class trying to break free from feudal strangulation will appropriate the struggles of the past to express their own struggles. In the hands of the exploited classes the slogans of the past can be progressive both in the sense of moving from an historically outdated system, feudalism to capitalism, and in making demands on the state or the economic exploiters for a better life. In the hands of the developing bourgeoisie these demands of the past can be historically progressive in the sense of hastening the move from feudalism to capitalism. Yet, as Howard Zinn points out in his magisterial discussion of the American Revolution, the ruling group can find ‘a wonderfully useful device’ in addition to material advantage to win the loyalty of sections of the exploited and oppressed. As he says: ‘That device [is] the language of liberty and equality…’ which in the case of the American Revolution as an
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19 The English Civil War and the French revolution are examples of this social revolution to enable the new ruling class to control the state. See Neil Davidson, above n 17.
20 The working class and socialist revolution in Russia on 7 November 1917 is the only short lived example of this movement.
21 Trotsky’s theory of permanent revolution explains how a working class revolution could occur in a country with a massive peasantry and how, without working class revolutions in capitalist heartlands, it could not survive. See Leon Trotsky, The Permanent Revolution and Results and Prospects (Merit Publishers; 3rd edition, 1969).
23 Ibid.
example the ruling group used to ‘…unite just enough whites to fight a Revolution against England, without ending either slavery or inequality.’

With these various introductions, caveats, warnings and hopes, let’s begin our journey.

II TAX, DEMOCRACY, REVOLUTION AND WAR – A POTTED HISTORY

(i) The Magna Carta – a political revolution from above

The Magna Carta was the product of a failed war and excessive tax. It was ‘a selfish document in which the baronial elite looked after its own interests’, the result of a battle by ‘thuggish barons’ to, among other things, limit the king’s power to tax. Indeed, David Carpenter goes so far as to say it was ‘above all about the money.’ Claire Breay and Julian Harrison from the British Library put it more politely. “Magna Carta stated that no taxes could be demanded without the ‘general consent of the realm’, meaning the leading barons and churchmen.” According to them: ‘It re-established privileges which had been lost.’ In this sense it was an intra-class dispute, a battle between members of the ruling class. The hostile brothers had fallen out. In applying at its widest to freemen, the Magna Carta excluded the majority of the English people at the time, the unfree – that section of the peasantry that had to provide unpaid labour to the lord. It not only excluded them, it discriminated against them. It also discriminated against women.

It was however not just a war among the elite. It was also a war of the elite against ‘sections of society’. In Carpenter’s words, ‘Magna Carta shows the king’s subjects in conflict with one another as well as in conflict with the King.’ Linebaugh goes so far as to say the Magna Carta was a treaty among contending forces in a civil war involving seven conflicts, including between the common people and what he calls the privatizers, those who would drive the commoners off their land. Certainly, the common people were not absent from the struggle for the Magna Carta. The barons could only take London, and thus force the King to sign the Charter at Runnymede, with the support of the people of London. As Alexander says:

24 Ibid.
28 David Carpenter, above n 26.
30 Claire Breay and Julian Harrison, above n 25.
31 Ibid.
32 David Carpenter, above n 26, 107.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Paul Linebaugh, Magna Carta Manifesto: Liberties and Commons for All (University of California Press 2008) 45.
The rebellion of 1215 hinged on the support of the citizens and people of London. King John was finally forced to negotiate only when Londoners handed the city to the rebels. The barons depended for legitimacy on a wide social base of support.38

The role of the people, both as support for their ‘betters’ and as fighters themselves for a better world, is a theme that rings down the corridors of tax history.

What then did the barons win? To quote Nicholas Vincent:

Clauses 39 and 40, for example, forbid the sale of justice and insist upon due legal process. From this sprang not only the principle of habeas corpus (that the accused are not to be held indefinitely without trial), but the idea of the right to trial by jury (by the accused’s ‘peers’). Even the presumption of innocence pending conviction can be traced back to the provisions of Magna Carta clause 40. From clause 14 of the 1215 Magna Carta springs the idea of no taxation without representation, and with it the establishment of a common council, duly embodied in Parliament, as a means of obtaining popular consent.39

Here lies the key to and the ambiguity of the Magna Carta. The Magna Carta’s revolutionary content seemingly lies not in its contextual specifics but its ahistorical universality or, as Alexander describes it, ‘the gap between the original reality and subsequent meaning.’40 This enables not just revolutionaries and radicals to claim it, as they did in the Peasant Revolt of 1381, the English Civil War, the American War of Independence, the struggle of the Chartists, the suffragette movement,41 the struggle against apartheid42 and the Zapatista uprising,43 but also for right wing free market libertarians and liberals to proclaim its ‘truths.’ Chris Berg sets out the process for this liberal universalism. He says it arose:

[b]ecause those obscure Latin clauses became, in the hands of propagandists and revolutionaries decades and centuries after June 1215, a document symbolising general limits on royal power. Anachronistic misunderstandings of the Magna Carta were themselves a force for liberal progress. So to celebrate the Magna Carta is to celebrate 800 years of its history, not the specific rules it imposed about, for instance, the receipts of an estate’s earnings while it was held in wardship. It is to celebrate how this strange, failed peace treaty established a permanent relationship between tax resistance and political freedom in the English-speaking world.44

In essence the Magna Carta established a ‘link between taxation and consent’45 that was to echo down the ages. While latter day libertarians might celebrate the link, they do so from the point of view of the barons rather than the commoner.46 It is when the idea and then the

39 Nicholas Vincent, ‘The Clauses of the Magna Carta’, The British Library, <http://www.bl.uk/magna-carta/articles/the-clauses-of-magna-carta>. On top of that, as Nicholas points out, there were a large number of clauses that have no meaning today or which are reactionary and in one case anti-Semitic.
41 Ibid.
43 Paul Linebaugh, above n 37, 1-2.
46 Linebaugh says for example that ‘[f]or a time during the twentieth century, the cultural development of Magna Carta led to its reification: it ceased to be an active constitutional force and became a symbol
actuality of resistance seizes the oppressed and the exploited that the possibilities for real democracy and hence a challenge to the rule of the elites emerges. The link then becomes more clearly between struggle and freedom, often mediated through tax and rebellions against its imposition. Tax can be the spark. For example that resistance and universality found expression in the popular uprising of 1381 known as the Peasants’ Revolt.

(ii) The Peasants’ Revolt of 1381 – a political revolution from below

The Peasants’ Revolt was a reflection of and deepened the crisis in mediaeval society in England at the time. The class antagonism and conflict between feudal lord and serf was its basic cause. The poll tax, or rather a series of poll taxes, were its spark. There were a number of contributors to the generalised discontent that led to the Revolt. O’Brien identifies the long term causes of the revolt as the ‘immense forces of economic, social and ideological antagonism [that] had become locked together…’ These forces were changing and the antagonisms heightening as the towns grew and trades developed, with a nascent capitalist class emerging. Still, O’Brien believes it may have taken one or two centuries for revolution to break out. However, as he puts it: ‘The historical process was hastened … by the politics of the time and the actions of the ruling class and by the forces of nature.’

The Black Death in 1348-49 killed somewhere between one third and one half of the population. This created a shortage of labourers. The serfs (or villeins) more and more demanded, and received, wages for their labour. They also became more mobile as the demand for their work saw land owners bid for their presence and bid up their wages. The wealthy classes united against the rising price of labour and the confidence this was giving the lower classes. The King’s Ordinance of 1349 and then the Parliament’s Statute of Labourers of 1351 tried to keep wages at 1346 levels, that is, at pre-Black Death levels.

characterized by ambiguity, mystery, and nonsense ... it became an idol of the ruling class.” Linebaugh, above n 37, 192.

48 Ibid.
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54 Ibid, 15.
56 Mark O’Brien, above n 42, 17
57 Ibid 17-18.
58 Ibid, 18.
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Prices outstripped wages for a time.\textsuperscript{60} However such was the demand for labour that over time average wage rates rose.\textsuperscript{61}

Not only did the Statute of Labourers attempt to set payment rates for particular labour in great detail, it also had draconian labour supply clauses. It made those able bodied men and women who were under 60, not in work, and with no land or master, bound to work for anyone who wanted them.\textsuperscript{62} Any servant leaving their master before their time (for example for a better position) was liable to two years jail.\textsuperscript{63}

As O’Brien notes:

> The repeated attempts to enforce [the Statute of Labourers], however, meant that it became not only a hated piece of class legislation but also the grist in a class struggle of a new type. Previously, peasants had struggled against a particular lord who oppressed them. Now their hostility was aimed increasingly at Parliament and other national institutions. The politicization that this made possible was to become generalized into a much more fundamental questioning of society.\textsuperscript{64}

War too played an important part in the Revolt. The Hundred Years War had exhausted the Treasury coffers.\textsuperscript{65} In 1377 for example the French had landed on the south coast and occupied the Isle of Wight, as well as sacking Rye, Lewes, Folkestone and Portsmouth.\textsuperscript{66} The barons had borne the taxes to fund the war.\textsuperscript{67} To relieve the burden on them and allay fears about the seemingly bottomless pit of military spending their money was going into, the poll tax applied to ‘the urban and rural poor,’\textsuperscript{68} not just landowners. There were 3 poll taxes – 1377, 1379 and 1381. They were raised to fund expeditions in France.\textsuperscript{69} Each became more punitive. The rate in 1371 was 4d per person, the rate in 1379 depended on how rich the person was and in 1381 it was 12d per person.\textsuperscript{70} Its enforcement in the spring of 1381 to pay for the disastrous and very costly wars\textsuperscript{71} was ‘the immediate cause of the revolt.’\textsuperscript{72}

The first response by peasants to the trebled poll tax in 1381 was evasion on a massive scale.\textsuperscript{73} A poll tax is levied on each person. To evade it peasants ‘disappeared.’ The population numbers, driven by the need to evade the tax, ‘seemed to have fallen from 1,355,201 in 1377 to 896,481 in 1381.’\textsuperscript{74}

\textsuperscript{60} Megan Konicki, \textit{The Peasants’ Revolt} <https://prezi.com/7iz2q7mqqlmq/the-peasants-revolt/>; Reproduced at Marxists website, \textit{The Peasants Revolt} <https://www.marxists.org/history/england/peasants-revolt/story.htm>.
\textsuperscript{61} Mark O’Brien, above n 50, 20.
\textsuperscript{62} Hilton and Fagan, above n 47, 185.
\textsuperscript{63} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{64} Mark O’Brien, above n 50, 20.
\textsuperscript{65} Konicki, above n 60. The Hundred Years War from 1337 to 1453 was a struggle between English and French rulers for control of France.
\textsuperscript{67} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{68} Hilton and Fagan, above n 47, 49.
\textsuperscript{69} John Simkin, above n 66.
\textsuperscript{70} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{72} Hilton and Fagan, above n 47, 49.
\textsuperscript{73} Mark O’Brien, above n 50, 30.
\textsuperscript{74} Ibid, 30-31.
The state responded by giving extra powers to the tax investigators, assessors and collectors. In January and February 1381 people across England, including local officials, falsified the lists of the inhabitants of their villages, towns and other areas.\(^75\) In May 1381, when a Tax Commissioner in Brentwood attempted to make villagers pay, many for a second time, to make up for the unpaid tax of others, they rose up and drove him and his colleagues out.\(^76\)

As Lindsay and Groves remark, ‘The rebellion had begun.’\(^77\) Others did the same, killing some Commissioners or those assisting them.\(^78\) Soon two separate groups of peasants, perhaps of up to as many as 70,000 each,\(^79\) drawn initially from Exeter and Kent, and then snowballing across the country, and with the support of the people of London,\(^80\) took the City.

This was an organised revolt,\(^81\) built on 20 years of preaching and discussion and fueled by the class grievances of the peasants and the towns.\(^82\) As O’Brien puts it the revolt was the result among other things of ‘the patient work of revolutionaries.’\(^83\) Those revolutionaries were poor priests who were close to their parishioners and who shared the sense of outrage and social injustice of their times.\(^84\) This included the idea that people should not pay an unjust tax. Unjust it was. As Dobson says, it was not only ‘the ferocity of national taxation in the years before 1381 but also the severity with which with which governmental exploitation could bear on fourteenth-century local communities’\(^85\) that was a major cause of the 1381 revolt. And to return to a theme that will recur, the tax was unpopular because it was inequitable. According to Lindsay and Groves, “‘Divers lords and commons,’” recorded the scribe of the Anonimallae Chronicle, “think the tax unfairly levied from the poor and not from the rich, and that in any case the collectors have retained most of the yield.”\(^86\)

The essential egalitarianism of the peasants (what David Hume called ‘the ideas of primitive equality … engraven in the hearts of all men’\(^87\)) comes out most clearly in a speech of radical preacher and one of the leaders of the revolt, John Ball, a man who had preached a form of common wealth for many years and had been imprisoned as a consequence of that and various religious heresies.\(^88\) The revolt freed him from prison. In his speech on his release he said:

---
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Good friends, things cannot go well in England, nor ever will until everything shall be in common; when there shall be neither vassal nor lord and all distinctions levelled, when lords shall be no more masters than ourselves. How ill have they used us? And for what reason do they hold us in bondage? Are we not all descended from the same parents, Adam and Eve? And what can they show or what reasons give, why they should be more masters than ourselves? except perhaps in making us labour and work for them to spend. They are clothed in velvets and rich stuff's, ornamented with ermine and other furs, while we are forced to wear poor cloth. They have handsome seats and manors, when we must brave the wind and rain in our labours in the fields; but it is from our labour that they have wherewith to support their pomp, we are called slaves, and if we do not perform our services we are beaten.89

As examples of these ideas of primitive equality the demands of the rebels included not just the abolition of the poll tax and better wages but an end to serfdom, cuts in rent, stopping maintenance to the aristocracy and better off clergy and even some form of democracy or self-governance.90 Here then was a demand for fundamental societal change, a social revolution, without the understanding of how it could be won. Even if that understanding of the power the mass of the unfree had existed, it would not have been enough to overthrow feudalism. They may have had enough power to change fundamentally change feudalism, although even then whether the social position of the unfree gave them that power is a moot point. In any event their ideas did not allow them to push through to some sort of social levelling within feudalism. As Harman says the peasantry were uneducated and interested in their own village and land.91 They could not organise and unite around a vision for a new society and push it through.92 Certainly the capital and labour relationship had not developed in a sufficiently capitalist direction to see a large enough capitalist class and the middling sort of to challenge feudalism, or even the particular representatives of the system, the King especially.

Instead the revolutionaries swore allegiance to the King, and to the commons. It was their downfall. Given the overwhelming show of defiance, the King agreed to all the demands of the unfree in order to buy time to organise his own forces. After an elected leader, Wat Tyler was killed at a meeting on his own with the King and his supporters, - a trap in other words93 - the King, on the basis of his agreement with the demands, coupled with the despair of the peasants, convinced the tens of thousands of them gathered nearby to return to the land and continue the harvest. They did. The revolt died out, and within days the King had gathered a force of thousands and ditched the peace terms. A period of reaction ensued and the leaders of the revolt and many followers were executed.94

Was the revolt a failure? Not at all. It won real gains for the unfree over time. Paul Foot explains:

In 1382 a new poll tax was ordered by John of Gaunt’s parliament, but this time for landowners only. In 1390 the attempt to hold down wages by law was formally abandoned and the Statute of Labourers

---
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effectively repealed. By 1430, only fifty years from the end of the Peasants’ Revolt bondage and
villeinage had been abolished, in England before anywhere else in Europe. 95

The oppressed had risen up against their oppressors, sparked by an unjust tax. Their quest for
equity in a deeply unequal society drove them. They had neither the political understanding
nor the social position to overthrow feudalism or to even impose their own will on the King
and the rest of the ruling class. 96 However the Peasants’ Revolt was a political revolution
from below that set in train long term processes for change within feudalism which both
benefited peasants and also hastened the development of capitalism in the centuries to come
in England.

Future rebellions of the English and other peoples for freedom looked back to and drew
inspiration from both the Magna Carta and the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381. That is certainly
true of the English Civil War.

(iii) The English Civil War 1640 to 1660 – a political and social revolution from above
and below

By now this story may sound familiar. The finances of the nation were in some trouble; war
was brewing; and the king and the restricted franchise Parliament 97 were locked in a battle
over whether he could tax without the approval of those elected. 98 On top of that, religious
difference and persecution and repression added to discontent, and among other things to war
with Scotland and in Ireland. 99

The deeper systemic and economic causes of the Civil War are complex. Hill attributes them
to the changing nature of the economy, in particular the rise of the capitalist farmer alongside
the urban bourgeoisie. 100 The alliance of the two took over the State and by helping sweep
away feudal restrictions on its development made the expansion of capitalism in England
possible. 101 ‘It was necessary,’ says Christopher Hill, ‘for the further development of
capitalism that this choking parasitism should be ended by the overthrow of the feudal
state.’ 102 It was the middling sort, a developing or wannabe bourgeoisie, with the help of the
oppressed, often represented by ‘the left,’ 103 who made possible the long transition, a social
revolution, from feudalism to capitalism in the United Kingdom.

Now, as Manning points out, it is a mistake to separate the political revolution from the social
revolution as the political revolution was rooted in social forces. 104 In the end the
compromisers with the old regime won out and those who wanted the permanent overthrow

95 Paul Foot, above n 78.
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of the monarchy and aristocracy did not. However that victory, that political victory, contained within it the social revolution. The re-establishment, contrary to Perry Anderson’s view of an incomplete revolution, did sweep aside the real impediments to capitalist expansion in England, even if the 1660 restoration saw the royal but now mainly titular head of government reinstated. The English Revolution shifted power away from the monarchy and aristocrats to capital so that by 1688 the newly installed Protestant monarch (in line with Parliament) had much reduced power while the bourgeoisie through their Parliament were in control of the state. Of course things were in a state of flux but the Parliament of the middling sort was on the ascendency and over the next century consolidated their power as the bourgeoisie grew and expanded, at the expense of the monarchy and the last real vestiges of feudal rule.

Who then are the middling sort who played such an important role in the English Revolution? Brian Manning is vague about the specific make-up of the middling sort, and for good reason. As he says:

> The term 'middle sort', however, is vague... A bourgeoisie is in the process of formation and the appearance of the term 'middle sort' prefigures this, but without divorcing them from the general body of small property holders...  

In the context of this fluidity and changing social relations, Mark O’Brien offers us a view of the parameters of this developing group. He says:

> The vagueness of the definition of the 'middling sort' is a necessary historical function of the social reality of the time. The rise of trade and commerce had led to the emergence of a proto-capitalist commercial class, with interests different from those of the dominant Catholic landowners. The ‘middling sort’, then, began with the upper layers of the peasant class whose horizons were more and more fixed upon the expanding London market. Alongside these were the traders and monopolists who were now detached from the immediate production of goods and who craved control of the urban centres and trade routes. Rising through the social hierarchy there were the merchants whose world encompassed markets and power beyond the coastline of Britain and whose domestic loyalties were both ambivalent and pragmatic. Finally there were the lower reaches of the gentry whose social insulation within the old aristocracy had worn thin and whose interests had become more and more allied with those of the rising commercial class.

Yet, as we shall see, it was not just the middling sort who drove the English Revolution. The oppressed played a key role in the Civil War and the transition to capitalism, sparked in part by taxes. Indeed the immediate causes of the Civil War included, among other things, war and taxes. Hill again:

> The real crux of the problem was finance, over which there had already been conflict at the end of Elizabeth’s reign. Prices were rising, the wealth of the bourgeoisie was increasing by leaps and bounds, yet the revenue of the Crown, as of most great landowners, remained static and inadequate to the new needs. Unless the Crown could tap the new wealth either (a) by

---
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drastically increasing taxation at the expense of the bourgeoisie and gentry, or (b) by, somehow taking part in the productive process itself, its independent power must disappear.

The first policy – increased customs, forced loans, new taxes – led to violent quarrels with Parliament, which had long claimed the right to control taxation, and was not going to allow taxes to be increased unless it was given full control over the machinery of State.109

This relationship between taxation and a voice in the state imposing those taxes, plus capitalism developing within feudalism itself, was one of the reasons Schumpeter describes the development of society over the last millennium as the move towards ‘the tax state’, a state that reaches its apogee under industrial capitalism.110 This has a superficial attraction but misunderstands the nature of capitalism and the role of the state in restricting, or developing, and then protecting the extraction of surplus value from workers. Tax is but one intricate example of the development of the handmaiden of capitalist exploitation. As Poulantzas argues: ‘[o]ur investigation must take as it guiding thread the tendency of the falling rate of profit: state intervention in the economy should be essentially understood as the introduction of counter-tendencies to this tendency …’111 In this light, and in today’s climate of tax ‘reform’, the role of the state in relation to tax is to reduce taxes on business. The reason is simple enough. Marx says:

…the fall of the rate of profit can further be delayed by the omission of existing deductions from profit, e.g. by a lowering of taxes, reduction of ground rent etc...for these are themselves portions of the profit under another name, and are appropriated by persons other than the capitalists themselves.112

Dave Eden, in discussing the role of the State in social reproduction, applies this logic in a nuanced dialectical way. He says:

For the state the question is always how to fund social reproduction in a way that minimises the impact on capital accumulation. The state itself is dependent for its functioning on capital accumulation. This is not simply the outcome of a neoliberal ideology but is a material reality.

As such the concern of the state is to shape policy in a way that stimulates capital accumulation. And if capital accumulation is driven by the investment of firms seeking to make a profit tax policy needs to be shaped in a way that ensures or increases profitability. The main thrust of current tax reform discussion is about shifting more of the burden of tax from capital to labour in particularly through increasing consumption tax in the form of the GST whilst cutting corporate taxes. This is the case is being made by various factions for capital.113

These are arguments for the future, but are inspired by developments in the English Civil War, the first revolution against feudalism and objectively for capitalism. Let’s return to that. In the period before the English Civil War, the voice of the King rang louder than any of his powerful subjects. Between 1629 and 1640 Charles I ruled without parliamentary support or
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restriction – the Eleven Years’ Tyranny as his opponents called it.\textsuperscript{114} He basically barricaded up the Parliament - Hill calls it a coup\textsuperscript{115} - imprisoned some of its leaders and prevented the Parliament from sitting. To survive the King relied on traditional taxes such as customs duties known as tonnage and poundage. However in 1625 Parliament had granted Charles only a year by year approval to impose such duties. This was one of the reasons he refused to allow Parliament to sit for 11 years. To collect these taxes, Charles developed a set of customs famers who were required to advance the tax for a particular area and then mandated to collect it, plus a percentage for themselves.\textsuperscript{116}

Another role of the capitalist state is best described as ensuring the social reproduction of the system occurs and that means, among things, not only that capital can continue to exploit workers without challenge but that there is an educated and healthy working class fit to be exploited. Of course the contradiction between the immediate pressures of falling profit rates to cut taxes on capital and capital’s contribution to taxes to pay for social welfare.

But I am getting ahead of myself. Back to the class struggle in 17th century England and the revenue crisis the king was facing. To raise money Charles also used purveyance, the King’s ‘prescriptive right to have his household supplied or transported at less than market rates.’\textsuperscript{117} In a society where market relations and exchange at value were becoming more and more the norm, or at least had the potential to do so, this way of raising revenue undermined free and competitive exchange. In one method of application purveyance developed into a tax known as the Composition.\textsuperscript{118} It was the difference between the King’s price and the market price applied to the goods and services due from a particular county to the King.\textsuperscript{119} That difference was essentially a tax collected from subjects.

The sale of monopolies, another method that Charles I used to raise revenue, also undermined the market and competition. The King granted patents to individuals and corporations and gave them ‘the right to deal exclusively in a great number of goods. For such privileges the beneficiaries paid.’\textsuperscript{120} A more ingenious tax, and one that didn’t impact on the market, was distraint of knighthood. Essentially this involved fining people who possessed more than £40 of freehold land if they had not attended the coronation and been knighted.\textsuperscript{121}

Charles also revived Ship Money and then widened its base. Ship money was a traditional right of kings to demand ships and men from port towns to defend the country or, as it developed over time, to provide money in lieu.\textsuperscript{122} It had continued to be applied intermittently without parliamentary approval in the years after the Magna Carta despite that document’s declaration of no taxation without consent, effectively a form of parliamentary support.
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Charles was having difficulty raising revenues so in 1634 he revived and applied Ship Money to coastal shires, ostensibly to fund the Navy. Ship Money did not go into the Exchequer. It went to the Navy. However it saved the revenue money. It was clearly seen as having a beneficial effect on revenue, helping to arm the nation state against future enemies or, as Andrews puts it, ‘it would enable the Crown to have a credible foreign policy without bankrupting itself.’ The immediate excuse given for Ship Money was the threat of piracy or sometimes the more general argument about the need to defend the realm. It may also well have been in some of its conceiving minds that it would become, ‘as Clarendon put it, “an everlasting supply for all occasions.”’ Charles argued, not unreasonably, that the whole realm benefited from the Navy defending it, and so in 1635 extended Ship Money from coastal regions to all of England. Unlike other taxes which applied only to the rich and powerful, Ship Money applied to all, but in reality could only be paid by those who held assets, personal as well as real. It thus encompassed the middling sort, the merchants and small scale producers in the towns, some of who were on the way to becoming the bourgeoisie.

The importance of the tax, as Hill notes, was political. ‘If it could be established as a regular tax which the King was entitled to collect without parliamentary consent, the fundamental constitutional issue of the century would be decided in favour of the monarchy.’ In the famous Ship Money case of 1637, the Court of Exchequer Chamber had narrowly decided that the King could levy the tax after the wealthy John Hampden refused to pay it. Compliance with the tax had at first been very high at almost 97 percent of the tax assessed. By 1638 that figure was 61 percent unpaid, in part a response to the Hampden court case and the outbreak of the Scottish War, and the burden the tax was imposing on the middling sort. Marx wrote about Hampden’s refusal to pay Ship Money, setting in train the chain of events that led to Charles I’s execution. He said:

> It was not John Hampden...who brought Charles I to the scaffold, but only the latter's own obstinacy, his dependence on the feudal estates, and his presumptuous attempt to use force to suppress the urgent demands of the emerging society. The refusal to pay taxes is merely a sign of the dissidence that exists between the Crown and the people, merely evidence that the conflict between the government and the people has reached a menacing degree of intensity. It is not the cause of the discord or the conflict, it is merely an expression of this fact. At the
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worst, it leads to the overthrow of the existing government, the existing political system. The foundations of society are not affected by this. In the present case, moreover, the refusal to pay taxes was a means of society's self-defence against a government which threatened its foundations.  

Tax conflicts are evidence of wider societal conflicts or crises, mediated through the state under capitalism or the feudal rulers under feudalism. However, and to disagree with Marx, as we have seen tax can spark rebellions that become social revolutions. Why is this? Under capitalism for example imposing or increasing taxes on workers may, ignoring for our purposes any benefits like education and health that the tax revenue funds to provide to workers, reduces the value of labour power. In crude terms these changes – new taxes or increased taxes - cut the living standards of workers. The capitalist state is then the target of anger about the loss of real spending power the new or increased taxes provide. In regimes of feudal absolutism, the necessity to work for a number of days for the baron was clear to all and any extractions by the monarch from the barons reduced their luxurious for the time life styles. This then would find reflection in pressure on peasants to work longer for the lord, reducing the peasant’s share of the social surplus they were creating.

Under immense money pressures as a consequence of his wars, Charles recalled the Parliament in 1640. The question of power and who yielded it – a King with Divine rights or a parliament of the middling sort - was now on the agenda. In August 1641 the Parliament of the men and women of the emerging bourgeoisie and sections of the landed gentry declared Ship Money, its levy, collection and the judgments against it as ‘contrary to the laws and statutes of this realm’ and had always (that is, from the very beginning) been so contrary. They also over time swept aside the other feudal levies such as purveyance and distraint of knighthood and the royal creation of monopolies.

The rest, as they say, is history. Clearly Ship Money, and more generally the desire of the emerging bourgeoisie and other elements of the middling sort to have a voice not just in the taxes imposed on them to fund the wars of the time but more generally in sweeping away the old ways of doing things which had become a barrier to further capitalist development in England, were very important elements in the outbreak of the English revolution. However, some of those in revolt wanted a voice to protect their positions, positions which had developed in the growing spread of capitalist relations within feudalism, a protection essentially from growing proletarianisation and vision of mass production.

The armed conflict between the King and Parliament, the class divisions and fluid and fluctuating alliances within the anti-monarchist camp, the establishment of the New Model Army, the rise of the Cromwellian dictatorship, the fall of the Republic and the reinstatement of the monarchy with much reduced powers and then the Glorious Revolution of 1688 were all a consequence of the intermingling of the development of capitalism, the choke hold on that development, both political and economic, that was feudal relations, the concentration of state power in the hands of the King, the nature of the state, whose state it was, and the impacts of war and taxes as outlined above on capital accumulation and the drive for bourgeois and other elite representation. All of these factors opened up a space for the entry
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of the masses into the debates and struggles. However, as Manning warns, the voice of the poor in the Civil War and Revolution wasn’t recorded directly\(^\text{139}\). Rather we have the voices of the left, those who ‘… attempted to speak for the poor and the more deprived sections of society.’\(^\text{140}\)

Let’s then see what sort of ideas were being put by the left, especially the far left during the English Revolution. Adopting Brian Manning’s approach, the far left in the English Revolution is ‘those who sought to speak for and mobilise the labouring poor.’\(^\text{141}\)

The Revolution was a necessary clearing away of feudal chains to free up the capital accumulation process which allowed the flowering over the long term of capitalism in England. The first robust and revolutionary steps to universalising capitalism in England (including not just tax changes and who could levy tax but from 1642 the Civil War between the two sides) also produced a response from one of the groups later fighting the King in that Civil War, the Levellers. This group of radicals, representing ‘skilled guildsmen’ such as ‘tradesmen, craftsmen, journeymen weavers, printers and brass founders,’\(^\text{142}\) as Brockway puts it, as well as demanding democracy also, among other things, demanded ‘direct taxation proportionate to income.’\(^\text{143}\) The demand for democracy was ‘to protect their status and livelihood.’\(^\text{144}\)

The development of capitalism, and the process of the proletarianisation of labour, threatened both peasants and small producers.\(^\text{145}\) They were threatened with ongoing economic and physical dispossession to make way for wage labour. In response they wanted a say in the way the world they helped make was run to prevent further change and thus consolidate their own positions or manage the change for their benefit. Contradictorily some had the potential to become capitalist producers, extracting surplus value from workers. This was true of both some peasants and small producers, although for peasants the reality was that it was the landed aristocracy who would more likely become capitalist landlords or dependent on renting their land to capitalists. On the other hand the process of dispossession of peasants created the conditions for an expansion of wage labour. As Manning puts it, ‘[t]he Revolution was a crucial phase in crystallising a proto-bourgeoisie and proto-proletariat.’\(^\text{146}\)

Just as the middling sort had a range of reasons for supporting democracy for themselves, the peasants and labouring masses had a range of reasons to oppose proletarianisation, and they did.\(^\text{147}\) For peasants this was because they were moving or being moved from a society where they owned their labour and its products to one where they sold it to someone else.\(^\text{148}\) For part time wage labourers it was the spectre of full time wage labour and hence the loss of
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their other means of subsistence and self-ownership that frightened them. For full time wage earners it was low wages and unemployment that saw them fear and sometimes oppose the process of proletarianisation.

In a state of deep societal crises and flux, sections of the left can and will attempt to balance opposing interests. Thus it was that one response from the Levellers to demands from the labouring masses, and to ensure that these elements of society did not threaten the middling sort, as the Civil War progressed, was to extended their programme ‘… to economic and social claims for equality’, of which the demand for progressive direct taxation was one example. For example the Levellers demanded a progressive tax based on income and wealth. The idea of primitive equality remained ‘engraven in the hearts of many’ because class society is unequal per se. However the Levellers’ demand also reflected as discussed above the social position of groups under threat as capitalism expanded and deepened and contained within it the seeds of industrialisation. These groups wanted to create a State in their image to reflect their interests against the whirlwind that capitalism was unleashing, and in some cases contradictorily to benefit the new emerging bourgeoisie. It was a time when, to take Marx and Engels out of context, all that was solid was melting into air and all that was holy was profaned, and in relation to that holy profanity, was moving from Catholicism to the religion of capitalism, Protestantism.

Again, we need to be careful about subscribing our own versions of left and far left to groups arising at the beginnings of an expanding capitalism in England. We also need to be careful to understand that in this period of the development of humanity, there appears to be little ability for the poor and labouring classes to give voice themselves to their demands. Given the social composition of the left groups like the Levellers and even the Diggers, they reflected the demands of the lower classes rather than coming from them and directly expressing them. However those demands did come out of the ‘popular revolts’ from below that were rocking the country. We also should not ascribe strict fixed boundaries between the Levellers and the Diggers and the other groups on the left and far left. Christopher Hill argues for example that there was a left and right within the Levellers and the fluidity of the situation and social relations saw some Levellers and others such as the anonymous author of the Tyranipociro espouse ideas and approaches best described as far left. Having said that we can draw broad lines of difference.

In essence the difference between the Levellers and groups like the Diggers (or true Levellers as they were sometimes called) was that the Levellers wanted political equality but without threatening economic inequality while the Diggers wanted both universal suffrage and
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common ownership – hence the radical content to their phrase (and that of other radical economic egalitarians in history), the commonwealth.\(^\text{157}\) In Paul Foot’s words, ‘the Levellers searched for political liberty that threatened no one’s property.’ The Diggers on the other hand, according to one of their leaders, Gerrard Winstanley, envisaged a ‘common treasury’, a radical world of common ownership.

While the Levellers said almost nothing about wage labourers,\(^\text{158}\) and did not in fact want to level distribution within society,\(^\text{159}\) the Diggers certainly did. This group of ‘far left’\(^\text{160}\) agitators claimed as I mentioned above to speak on behalf of the poor and labouring classes. The Diggers by and large were not of those classes or even in most cases from those classes. One of the most well-known Diggers’ leaders, Gerrard Winstanley, for example, in 1640 had set up as a cloth merchant in London, just before the English Civil War broke out and forced him to turn his attention from cloth to communism.

Winstanley argued for the abolition of private property.\(^\text{161}\) Others, like the anonymous author of the Tyranipocrit, argued for the radical redistribution of wealth and income such that everything above £100 a year would be taken from those earning that amount or greater (in effect taxed at 100%) and redistributed to those earning below that amount.\(^\text{162}\) As Manning points out such a radical redistribution of wealth would in fact have been effectively a social as well as a political revolution. To quote Manning, it is this ‘broad aspiration for the redistribution of wealth’\(^\text{163}\) that defines the far left in the English Revolution and distinguishes it ‘from the leadership of the Levellers, Fifth Monarchists and Quakers.’\(^\text{164}\)

Yet redistribution or even a common wealth were an aspiration that could not in the then existing economic circumstances be addressed without a vision of direct empowerment of ordinary citizens, i.e. not just empowerment through parliament but through major institutional structural changes on the part of the ruled that challenged capitalism. While Winstanley did argue for this empowerment – he has been labelled the first socialist from below, as opposed to the Stalinists and Labor Party types with their socialism from above - it was still too early for the voice of the working class and the poor to be strong enough to be
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\(^{162}\) Ibid, 48. This was a tax in everything but name and a hypothecated one at that. This extreme equalisation of incomes finds echoes today, for example in France, where the Left Front 2012 Presidential candidate Jean-Luc Mélenchon argued that all those on incomes greater than €360,000 (or about A$500,000) be taxed at 100% on any income above that figure. Mélenchon won 11% of the vote in the first round of the presidential elections. The Left Front comprised the Communist Party of France, the Left Front (of which Mélenchon was president) and the Unitarian Left. François Hollande, the Socialist candidate then and President now, responded with an income tax of 75% on incomes greater than €1 million. While I might respond drily that the end result of implementing the tax was that Gerard Depardieu left France to live just across the border in Belgium, his response reflects a more important point about national attempts to address inequality through taxes on capital and the rich in a globalised world.

\(^{163}\) Manning, above n 15, 49.

\(^{164}\) Ibid.
heard. The class was ‘inchoate.’165 It was certainly too early in capitalism’s rise for the working class to be the dominant class both economically and politically in society. It was neither yet fully a class in itself nor in any way for itself. This meant the social class with the power to implement Winstanley’s vision was only in its early stages of development and certainly did not have the societal power or ideological understanding to overthrow a system that itself was only in the first stages of development, capitalism. Arguably the maturation of the capitalism and the working class took almost a further two centuries before the possibility of working class revolution could become a potentiality rather than just a dream in England. That opportunity arose in England in 1831 or 1832 according to E P Thompson,166 and a bit longer, 1848 and afterwards in Europe. A mass uprising of workers, leading to the first workers’ revolution and state, albeit only for a brief two months, the Paris Commune, happened in 1871. It was not really until the 20th century that workers revolutions in Europe and then other areas of the globe broke out, most notably in Russia in 1917 and in Germany in 1918. These two working class revolutions effectively ended the festival of barbarism that was imperialist conflict, for a short period of time at least.

That is for future and more in-depth analysis at another time. For now let’s return to 1649.

The vision of radicals like Winstanley was a cooperative movement within the developing capitalist society, a cooperative movement that rejected ownership in a society based on private ownership. In 1649 Winstanley set up ‘a community of equality at St George’s Hill in Surrey.’167 This action, and the establishment of another ten or so such communities, was intended to spark the masses to emancipate themselves. Coupled with this practical commune example, the Diggers also called for labourers to stop working – a general strike in essence168 - and to stop paying rents. The logic appears to have been that the big estates would collapse with workers and the work they performed and rent the paid and these estates would join with the communes in producing enough to satisfy the needs of all.169

The Levellers derided this approach of the Diggers and their precursory or perhaps in retrospect prescient and predictive historical demands and dreams as fanciful. Yet the Levellers were in no practical or even societal position to win their demands either. The Putney Debates, centred around the Levellers’ Agreement of the People which called for representative democracy (although it was initially ambiguous as to how far this went but certainly much more than the 4 percent of the population who could then vote and much wider than the Army leadership wanted,170) saw the Levellers win the debate but lose the power politics and hence the argument.171 Three very powerful people voted against the Agreement, including the Lieutenant General Oliver Cromwell and his son in law, the Commissary-General Henry Ireton. The Army leadership would not and indeed could not, given their propertied position in society, allow the democratic vision of the Levellers and the agitator–officers to become the basis for an extended franchise they feared would empower

165 Christopher Hill (mentioned by Manning later on saying this.)
166 EP Thompson,
167 Manning, above n 15, 59.
169 Manning above n 15.
171 Ibid, 35.
those without property to take away their property through democratic and parliamentary means.

The General Army Council debates at Putney were held against a backdrop of two of the Leveller leaders in prison, but with a number of Levellers and officers and soldiers sympathetic to the Levellers also elected. Foot suggests in the weeks leading up to the General Council that the rank and file of the New Model Army and agitator officers, and the political representatives they elected, began to see the Council as the implementer of the democratic decisions they were making rather than the forum for democratic decision making. This prefigures the socialism from below of The Paris Commune and the Russian Soviets during and immediately after the October Revolution in 1917.

The arguments at Putney were long and arduous but centred on how far the Parliamentary franchise should go. They can be summed up by two quotes. The first is from Colonel Rainsborough, a supporter of universal suffrage and the Levellers, who said:

> For really I think that the poorest he that is in England hath a life to live, as the greatest he; and therefore truly, Sir, I think it’s clear, that every man that is to live under a government ought first by his own consent to put himself under that government; and I do think that the poorest man in England is not at all bound in a strict sense to that government that he hath not had a voice to put himself under …

The second quote sums up the alternative view, the view that took almost 300 years of struggles by workers and women for the British bourgeoisie to address. Ireton said:

> I think that no person has a right to an interest or share in the disposing of the affairs of the kingdom, and in determining or choosing those that shall determine what laws we shall be ruled by here - no person has a right to this, that has not a permanent fixed interest in the kingdom...

A permanent fixed interest is of course property.

It shows the depth of fear that the ruling class in Britain had of their own workers that it was to be 1918, during World War I, before this vision, for the adult male population of Britain, propertied and propertyless, and for propertied women, became a reality. The 1926 General Strike, although it was a failure in the hands of a social democratic Labour Party type leadership frightened more by its own members than the class enemy, was a wake-up call to the British ruling class of the possibilities inherent in the power of their working class.

The Suffragette movement had won a partial victory in 1918 which in 1928 became a full victory when all women over 21 won the right to vote. In 1948, 299 years after the Putney debates about universal suffrage in England, the abolition of the right to vote more than once for a section of the propertied classes finally secured universal suffrage on the basis of one person one vote in Britain. Foreshadowing what I will discuss in relation to Australia, the impact of the World Wars and their aftermath was to force the ruling class to accommodate its working class. As Quentin Hogg, the future Lord Hailsham, said in 1943: ‘If you do not give the people social reform, they are going to give you social revolution.’

Although the Levellers and their supporters won the vote on an extended suffrage, the resistance of the English and British ruling class in whatever form to a basic democratic
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demand for almost 300 years shows the power of capitalism, the real fear it had then, and I would add, now, of its lower classes and the societal powerlessness of those lower class and the left which represented them to win full democratic rights. This powerless at first was the powerlessness of position but by the 1830s and 1840s it was also the powerlessness of will, the result of the dominance of social democrats and the either/or of capitulation to power or its overthrow.

In summary, the struggle for democracy was a struggle by the emerging bourgeoisie to grow economically and politically and over time take control of the state. It was also a struggle by the middling sort to resist the growing encroachment on their positions in society and paradoxically for sections of them to take advantage of it as part of the nascent bourgeois class. The poor and labouring classes and the groups that sprung up to represent them had a very different approach, demanding extensive or universal male suffrage. This is not I hope to be deterministic. English capitalism could perhaps have accommodated its growing working class instead of fighting among themselves in Civil Wars and half made revolutions. However the historical necessity, if capitalism were to grow and succeed, of throwing off the chains of feudalism as a result of the growth of capitalist relations in England drove sections of the middling sort in alliance with some of the ruling elite to

The fact that tax had played a major role in sparking the English revolution yet did not play a major role in the solutions to the problems reflects both the embryonic nature of generalised capitalism in England at the time of the English revolution and the reality tax is a reflection of the wider social issues the crises produce. Solutions to that crisis will be found not in tax policy but in resolving who owns the means of production, the nature of that ownership and who controls whose state.

(iv) The American War of Independence

Echoing the idea of representation and taxation, tax was the handmaiden of the American Revolution, in particular the conflict over whether the British Parliament had the power and right to tax or whether that the American colonies had that power and right. Unlike the Magna Carta, this was both a rebellion of the American elites and the common people.

One of the key cries of the American revolutionists, and one that they took, real or imagined, from previous tax sparked rebellions such as the Magna Carta and the English Civil War, and a cry that continues to echo down the ages to today, was no taxation without representation. Yet like much of the American Revolution there is a complexity to this that ignores a deeper reality – the class nature of the demand and the fear the elite had of the lower classes and their gamble in joining with them to further their limited political revolution.

All men are created equal, the revolution declared. Yet a majority of the 56 men who signed The Declaration of Independence owned slaves. For them all men meant not all men (and certainly not women) but a specific section of American white men – big property owners
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174 Howard Zinn, *A People’s History of the United States* ((HarperCollins Publishers, New York, 2003) 102. As Zinn says at page 73 this was not a deliberate omission of women. They were invisible as political and
in the country, including those who owned other, black, men. Indeed the founders feared the lower classes. Harking back to the enemies of change in the English revolution, they labelled those who argued for democracy and equality as ‘levellers’ and used the word ‘democrats’ as an insult. Their constitution was framed to curb ‘an excess of democracy’. As Young, Raphael and Nash note: ‘With few exceptions, the honourable gentlemen who drafted and signed our two founding documents opposed popular democracy and social equity.’ They describe this as a ‘… rich dialectic in which men in power chose to accommodate or repress threats from below, [which] was central to the forming of the nation.’

There is more to it than that, as Young, Raphael and Nash themselves recognise. The men in power were rich white men. The deeper dialectic was the revolutionary movements from below which challenged their rule. Further, contrary to popular history, filtered through the prism of the victory of the ruling class in the Revolution, the real revolutionary founders were not the elite who wrote the founding documents but common artisans, farmers, labourers, slaves who had escaped slavery, women fighting for equality, persecuted religious minorities, soldiers with democratic ideals, Native Americans and the self-proclaimed democrats who turned the elite’s insult about democrats on its head. These were true radicals, wanting root changes to the social and political structures. Their impact was profound. As Young, Raphael and Nash note: ‘Each of these rebels, radicals, and reformers moved the American Revolution in some direction the traditional founders did not want to take, extending it farther and deeper than a separation from the British Empire. They made the Revolution more revolutionary.’ The dialectic of action and reaction however saw the elite, threatened by the classes below, respond for example in 1791 with a Constitution, ‘a more perfect union’ that prevented ‘an excess of democracy’.

The fear the elite had was that the underclasses would take up the very slogans of freedom and equality the elite were proclaiming for themselves. As Howard Zinn puts it:

[The] upper classes, to rule, needed to make concessions to the middle class, without damage to their own wealth or power, at the expense of slaves, Indians, and poor whites. This bought loyalty. And to bind that loyalty with something more powerful even than material advantage, the ruling group found, in the 1760s and 1770s, a wonderfully useful device. That device was the language of liberty and equality, which could unite just enough whites to fight a Revolution against England, without ending either slavery or inequality.

There is another related aspect to this. Because this was essentially a political revolution in which one section of the hostile brothers, the home-grown America capitalist class and big property and slave owners fought against colonial capital for possession of the colonial state.
and states, and fought for the establishment of a unified American capitalist state,\(^{184}\) the loyalty of the lower classes to the Revolution could not always be guaranteed. Where class and nationalism intersect in a crisis such as a national revolution, class has the potential to break the boundaries of nationalism, not just in specific lower class movements. If that movement of the lower classes is thwarted, some of the oppressed and exploited may support the enemy of their immediate enemy. So it was in the American Revolution.

For example, most Indians fought with the British.\(^{185}\) This was because the British had reached Settlement with the Indians in the Royal Proclamation of 1763 not to expand beyond the Appalachians. Local US capital chaffed at this restriction on its expansion.\(^{186}\) For slaves and freed slaves, while 5000 fought for the Revolution, 30,000 fought for the British.\(^{187}\) This at first seemingly bizarre result is explicable by the fact that the British offered slaves their freedom if they fought for them.\(^{188}\) It was the poorest Americans who did the fighting.\(^{189}\) Its generals however were from the ruling class. For example George Washington, a capitalist farmer, was the richest man in the United States.\(^{190}\)

An important component of the siren song of liberty and equality was ‘no taxation without representation.’ The coupling of representation and taxation, drawing on the Magna Carta and the left in the English Civil War, reflected a similar process to that which sparked the Magna Carta. The thuggish barons of the US in the 17760s and 1770s were eventually forced to fight for control of the state that was taxing them, or more precisely replace that state with a state of and for national capital (slave holders in the South and manufacturing in the North and big property holders more generally). They wanted their national class and its interests not just represented but in control. British political rule prevented that.

Taxation was clearly one of the major sparks for the rebellion that became the American Revolution. As the Office of the Historian says: ‘The American Revolution was precipitated, in part, by a series of laws passed between 1763 and 1775 … regulating trade and taxes.’\(^{191}\) The funding of wars such as the Seven Years’ War,\(^{192}\) the desire to control the colonies, the push from within Britain to reduce taxes on key constituencies and by corollary to tax the American colonies’ wealth and increasing income,\(^{193}\) all contributed to punishing taxes being
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\(^{192}\) The treaty of Paris ended the Seven Years’ War in 1763. It was ‘also known as the French and Indian War in North America. France ceded all mainland North American territories, except New Orleans, in order to retain her Caribbean sugar islands. Britain gained all territory east of the Mississippi River; Spain kept territory west of the Mississippi, but exchanged East and West Florida for Cuba.’ The British Library, ‘A timeline of the American Revolution from 1763 – 1787’ <http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/features/americanrevolution/timeline.html>.

levied on the colonies. However Americans were not the first target of the British state for revenue for its wars and colonial governance and expansion. The first option for taxes to fund these wars, colonies and colonial expansion was its own populace. This had two components. Parliament taxed the landowners - the squires as Miller calls them - more highly than it taxed merchants. As this proved inadequate and provoked real anger and potential rebellion from the powerful landholders who at various stages controlled the state, while merchants at other times did, the British State looked to slug its own working class and other lower classes. The taxes on the poor and labouring classes as well as the squires included new stamp duties, window taxes and excise taxes on wine and cider. It is interesting to note that the stamp duties that caused so much angst when they were introduced in later years in the United States were tried out first in Britain, with seeming acceptance. Colonial states in America followed suit, again without much protest.

Apart from the stamp duties, the other new taxes on its own citizens were not so well accepted, perhaps because they related among other things to the staple alcoholic drinks of the squires and the labourers. For example, as well as the tax on the drinks of the squires, wine and cider, during the Seven Years’ War Pitt also imposed an additional duty on beer. The government calculated that the average hardworking Londoner drank four quarts of beer and anticipated an increase in revenue. These taxes provoked the landed gentry and the labouring classes across the country. The government withdrew them in light of the protests and uproar. It was a lesson the American colonies learnt well.

After the rebellions against taxes on its own citizens, and its victory in the Seven Year War against the French for control of North America and the spread of its colonial power cross the globe, the British Parliament imposed a range of taxes on the American colonies without their approval. These taxes were designed to pay for the war, to pay for the cost of colonisation, to reduce taxes on the squires in Britain and to control trade for the benefit of British merchants. So it was that the Parliament in London imposed on its American colonies a tax on molasses, the raw sugar used in making rum, in 1764, a stamp tax on legal documents, newspapers and pamphlets in 1765, a Quartering Act which imposed the cost of British troops in America on the colonies and then a tax on imports in 1767.

These taxes provoked widespread anger and rebellion among Americans, sometimes not just against the British but against the rich strata in American society. The Stamp Act produced one such class rebellion. Because the tax applied to all legal documents, newspapers and pamphlets it was almost self-executing. Without a stamp a document had no legitimacy or standing in the courts. The tax itself was an attempt by the British to tax the people of the colonies to pay for war against the French. In other words colonialists were to pay for the...
expansion of the British Empire. They focussed not just on the British but also rich Americans. The economic and political inequality in the city at this time was stark. The top ten percent of the city’s taxpayers held almost two-thirds of all the taxable wealth. The bottom 30 percent had no taxable property at all. Neither could women, blacks or Indians. The British withdrew the Stamp Act, but followed it with the Townshend Acts, new taxes with similar impacts and intent. Eventually these two were withdrawn in the face of popular discontent, except for the tax on tea.

Clearly the rich white male leaders of the independence movement wanted to use lower class agitation against the British, but did not want to call these demons from below onto themselves. It was a delicate balancing act but one which the American ruling class, after learning the lessons of the Boston riots, proved more than capable of doing. The emphasis became on peaceful protest and not ‘mob rule’, and the language of democracy and liberty (but not its actuality before or after the revolution for the majority of Americans) plus highlighting the undemocratic and tyrannical rule of the British (without explaining their project was about replacing one set of political tyrants for another without changing the economic tyranny) became more and more their mode of operation. However the colonial elite were also not above repression. For example a movement of radicals in North Carolina known as the Regulators made up of the lower classes (white farmers but not slaves or servants) rose up in the 1760s against the rich and corrupt colonial powers and argued for wider representation, an equitable tax system and other progressive demands. In 1771 they were repressed and six of their leaders hanged.

A boycott of British goods was one way the colonialists resisted British taxes and overweening control. The elite were ambivalent and wavered, in part because they benefited from the trade. The middling sort supported it but were trapped in their own timidity. The poor and exploited classes were enthusiastic. So it was that in 1773, as part of direct action to support the tea boycott, an attempt to have the tea tax lifted, a group of one hundred men, dressed as Native Americans, with thousands of protesters onshore supporting them, boarded an East India Company ship and threw the tea it was bringing in overboard. ‘Respectable’ leaders condemned the action but this was soon lost in the British response to the Boston tea Party actions – repression. The rebellion was no longer just about tax. It was about both the heavy handedness of London, and the lack of representation that saw, as Jefferson put it, ‘whether 160,000 electors in the island of Great Britain give law to four million in the states of America.’
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The time for revolution was fast approaching. The various groups that sprung up before and during the American Revolution reflected in part the differences of class cloaked in the unity of nation. Those agitating for revolution against the British included not just the middling sort but the lower classes and their more radical agitation drove the revolution forward and bought with them the ruling classes. Thus, while the Continental Congress of the middling sort supported a new boycott against British goods and against British repression, the lower classes set up revolutionary committees – mass meetings of ordinary people making decisions democratically about the way forward and the actions to achieve their decisions - to enforce the boycott and drive the agitation against the British forward. Edward Countryman goes so far as to say that ‘[b]etween 1774 and the summer of 1776 those committees did in New York what similar bodies would do in Paris between 1789 and 1793 and Russia in 1917.’

Given the different class interests, different demands and actions arose before and during the revolution. The most radical of the middling sort, people like Thomas Paine, wrote and spoke about freedom and equality but this had to be viewed through the prism of his class position. It was freedom that saw equality in the context of private ownership. The most radical demands came not unnaturally from below, from those poor and labouring masses inspired by the calls for democracy and freedom.

Because the revolution was couched in terms of representation this basic democratic demand (democratic in the sense of extending the vote beyond those owning property but not yet including blacks, native Indians or women) inspired the poor and white male labouring classes to fight for its realisation. Thus the demands of the real radicals and revolutionaries during the American Revolution went far beyond progressive and equitable tax to demands for a deepening of democracy and a sharing of property that if implemented would threaten the very ‘democracy’ and free market capitalist society the rich American elite wanted. The political revolution in their view had to remain a political revolution in which one group of the elite’s hostile brothers replaced another group from the same ruling classes or at worst in which those from below in replacing the British quickly became members of that American ruling class.

It was only in drawing up the Constitution of 1791 that the elite could finally re-establish control and impose their version of democracy, a system of representation that not only excluded blacks, women and Native Americans but also excluded most of the poor and working class. These were the very people who had joined the armies of rebellion to defeat British rule. Their social role as subservient classes and their focus on the British enemy meant that the American Revolution would remain a political revolution and not a social one.

The demands of the real radicals and revolutionaries for tax justice and equity were a subset of, and hence an important part of, the democratic demands of the radicals and revolutionaries. The spark for revolution was but of many sparks which lit the fuse of rebellion among ordinary Americans from the lower classes and middling sorts and inspired them to rise up against the economic and political oppression of British capital and the British state. Their class and political immaturity consigned them to replacing one set of economic and political oppressors for another. The years during and after would produce no tax justice or indeed justice. The Revolution gave a glimpse of alternative world but the leadership
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snuffed that out with unity, the unity of the exploited classes with their exploiters. The spark spluttered out.

The French revolution

Arguably tax was a midwife at the birth of global capitalism. The French Revolution is an example. The clash between the need for the feudal absolutist state to fund its wars and the inability to reform its tax system was a key element in the fiscal instability of pre-revolutionary France. The impact on war on pre-revolutionary France was immense. As Le Goff says: ‘France was at war for 38 of the 90 years from 1700 to 1789, and in 60 of the 129 years from 1661 to 1789.’

The Revolution was in part sparked by inter-class and intra-class battles over tax, including the seemingly oppressive burden imposed on Paris in particular and the various exemptions for the clergy and nobility, together with the fear those groups had of losing those exemptions. Interestingly Gail Bessango says the problem for pre-revolutionary France was not that, apart from Paris, the country was overtaxed, but rather that it was not taxed enough. She describes the most important issues as ‘… regional disparities, arbitrariness in assessment, and lack of political participation.’ Whatever the merits of that case, in an era of changing modes of production, a feudal tax system both expresses the barriers to capitalist expansion that feudalism is or can be and is itself one of those barriers. It does so as Bessango says in its arbitrariness, its disparities and lack of democracy for some of those subject to tax, but also in the restraints it imposes on capitalism developing fully and the fury it provokes among those who are overtaxed and those who think they are overtaxed. Of course for the poor the question of tax is or may literally be one of life or death. For the rich it is or may be one economically of life or death.

These tax issues had a class basis. Class disparities and differences around tax, including between the ancien regime and a nascent but systemically constrained bourgeoisie, arose in the lead up to the Revolution and contributed to its outbreak. This is because, according to Sargent and Velde: ‘Taxation was not uniform across classes, occupations, or provinces.’ One argument is that the elite in French society paid little tax and resisted the feudal Kings’ attempts at tax reform which was aimed at taxing them. This meant the main burden of...
taxation fell on peasants and other lower classes. Kwass challenges this view but acknowledges that the regime of fiscal privilege continued throughout the 18th century in France, but that reform did see the elite pay more tax over time. These attempts to raise revenue from the privileged of course sparked a section of the elite and their disagreements with the King.

Just as the Seven Years’ War had put real pressure on the British State to fund the war and the successful colonial expansion that arose from it, it also put incredible pressure on the French regime, which, like their British counterparts, increased taxes on all sections of society. The regime doubled and then tripled the vingtième, imposed a surtax on the capitation, and undertook measures to improve the collection of the older direct tax, the taille.

Clearly tax inequality in France prior to the Revolution remained a significant social issue. Couple that with the need to funds wars, and the government debt that arose from them, and it comes as no surprise that tax discontent was widespread. As Beaurepaire puts it in relation to the period before the revolution: ‘The demand for equality in matters of taxation was omnipresent.’ This demand for equality echoes down the ages and is alive among workers and others today. The sale of labour power itself, the foundational contract of capitalism, gives rise to the demand among workers for social democracy and equality generally and tax equality and tax justice specifically. In other words class differences can find expression in arguments and sometimes struggle over tax policy and tax law and develop into fundamental challenges to the ruling regime if not the whole ruling class. For example, in 1789 Louis XVI was forced to call the Estates General to meet to develop reforms to address the fiscal crisis, a financial crisis caused by war, and the debt funding of
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war, plus the inability to impose consistent and uniform taxes to raise enough revenue to cover the costs of war.\footnote{Thomas J. Sargent and François R. Velde, above n 216, 475.}

While tax may have been the spark for the French Revolution, the people who drove it were the sans culottes in Paris. Sans culottes literally means those without knee breeches. Because culottes were the preserve of the well off the sans culottes were, in other words, the poor and working classes. The phrase sans culottes was initially a term of contempt the rich used to describe the lower classes in revolt but as part of their growing class consciousness became a phrase the revolutionaries appropriated and embraced to describe themselves. This class drove the overthrow of feudal relations and forced it to the left, at least for a time. Like their British cousins of 1649, they and their political representatives executed the king. This beheading of the symbol and actuality of feudal rule opened the way for capitalism to flourish and under Napoleon, a dictator balancing between the different class forces of the revolution, to spread across the Continent.\footnote{According to Engels: ‘Bonapartism is the necessary form of government in a country in which the working classes have reached an advanced stage of development in the cities, but are outnumbered by the small peasantry and have been defeated by the capitalist class, the petty bourgeoisie and the army in a great Revolutionary battle.’ ‘Die preussische Militärfrage und die deutsche Arbeiterpartei’, Marx-Engels Werke, Vol. 16, 71, quoted by Jost Dullfèr, ‘Bonapartism, Fascism and National Socialism’, (October 1976) 11 (4) Journal of Contemporary History 109, at 111, and end noted at note 7 page 125. While I don’t think that Bonapartism as a balance between class forces is inevitable I do think the rise of Bonaparte like figures is explicable in terms of the defeat of an historically young and politically immature working class not yet able to successfully prosecute the class struggle on a scale that threatens the old exploitative regime or the new one the revolution is giving birth to. Intellectually too, with the spread of capitalism across the globe the mature working class has the power to challenge the old order of capitalism but although it is now a class in itself, it has not yet become, apart from seconds in time, a class for itself.}

The twists and turns of the French Revolution (from extreme levelling to extreme reaction) are an example of the capacity of the revolutionaries of the time to overthrow the political expression of the feudal system and in doing that free up the society for a transition to capitalism unfettered by the chains of feudalism. They could not however replace it with a system that reflected the interests of the poor and working classes. Unlike Russia in 1917 there was no mass, concentrated and class conscious working class able to drive the revolution forward and, with the Bolsheviks winning majorities in the workers’ councils (or soviets in Russian) in the main cities in September 1917, being able to set up their own workers’ state to rule. There can be no permanent revolution without such a working class and Paris in 1789 did not have such a class structure. It took just under another century for capitalist class relations to develop to such an extent in France before French workers set up the first short lived workers’ state, the Paris Commune, in 1871.

This does not mean there was not an embryonic socialism among the sans culottes. Their demands, captured by Les Enragés (the Enraged) were not just for liberty, equality and fraternity. These were the demands of the rising bourgeoisie and other sections of the ruling classes viewed as their liberty, their equality and their fraternity. The exploiters and oppressors were able to adapt these slogans to their own interests as part of the process of drowning the revolutionaries and the revolution in blood or in its less violent phases in a seemingly shared ideology. Like their counterparts in the American Revolution, the emerging French bourgeoisie feared the masses and wanted to control them. This dialectic was played out in a range of different ways. The ringing words of La Marseillaise, for
example aux armes, les citoyens, was one. The slogan liberté, égalité, fraternité, as well as expressing the weltanschauung of the nascent bourgeoisie, was another way of bringing the masses on side.

Yet the masses, for a time, threw off the yoke of imposed bourgeois respectability and not only overthrew the feudal state but also made demands that the newly liberated bourgeoisie could not meet. This included demands for liberty and equality that went far beyond the narrow vision of the bourgeoisie. At the height of the radical phase of the French Revolution, Les Enragés were not only condemning the failure to really implement the goals of the Revolution but also taking action to address that. Spurred on by them, the National Assembly in early June 1793 expelled the Girondins and the Montagnards took power. What drove this was the anger of the sans-culottes about the disparity between the inspiring words of the revolution and the actions of those swept to power by it. Here for example are some words from Jacques Roux, a priest and one of the leaders of the loose group of sans-culottes supporters known as the Enragés, in his 1793 Manifesto of the Enragés. The first set of proclamations show the deep anger the sans culottes had with the direction of the Revolution. Thus Roux says:

> Freedom is nothing but a vain phantom when one class of men can starve another with impunity. Equality is nothing but a vain phantom when the rich, through monopoly, exercise the right of life or death over their like. The republic is nothing but a vain phantom when the counter-revolution can operate every day through the price of commodities, which three quarters of all citizens cannot afford without shedding tears.²³⁴

What was the answer? Let me quote Roux again, not only for the insights this gives into the battle between profit and people but also for the wonderful language:

> But today, when the sanctuary of the laws is no longer soiled by the presence of Gorsas, Brissot, Barbaroux and other chiefs of the appellants; today when these traitors, in order to escape from the scaffold, have gone to hide their nullity and infamy in those departments they’ve whipped up against the Republic; today when the National Convention has been returned to its dignity and vigour, and when in order to do good it only has to want to do so, we call on you, in the name of the salvation of the republic, to strike speculation and monopoly with a constitutional anathema, and to decree the general principle that commerce doesn’t consist in ruining, rendering hopeless, or starving citizens.

> For the last four years the rich alone have profited from the advantages of the Revolution. The merchant aristocracy, more terrible than that of the noble and sacerdotal aristocracy, has made a cruel game of invading individual fortunes and the treasury of the republic; we still don’t know what will be the term of their exactions, for the price of merchandise rises in a frightful manner, from morning to evening. Citizen Representatives, it is time that the combat unto death that the egoist carries out against the hardest working class of society come to an end. Pronounce against speculators and monopolists: either they’ll obey your decrees or they won’t. In the first hypothesis you will have saved the fatherland; in the second case you will still have saved the fatherland, for we will have been able to identify and strike the bloodsuckers of the people.²³⁵

²³⁵ Ibid.
So the target of the Enragés was not capitalism itself but those bloodsuckers of the people, the merchants and monopolists who speculated on or profited exorbitantly from the sale of essential commodities. Roux offers a constitutional solution:

Up to the present moment the big merchants who are, by principle criminals and by habit accomplices of kings, have abused the freedom of commerce to oppress the people; they have falsely interpreted that article of the Declaration of the Rights of Man that establishes that it is permitted to do all that is not forbidden by the law. Well then, decree constitutionally that speculation, the sale of minted money, and monopolies are harmful to society. The people, who know their true friends, the people who have suffered for such a long time, will see that you are sorrowed by their lot and that you seriously want to cure their ills. When it will have a clear and precise law in the constitutional act against speculation and monopolies it will see that the cause of the poor is closer to your hearts than that of the rich; it will see that there don’t sit among you bankers, arms merchants and monopolists; finally, it will see that you don’t want the counter-revolution.236

The manifesto was, as well as a wonderfully articulate diatribe against the monopolists and speculators, a call for price controls. As Roux makes clear in the Manifesto there was already in place a system of forced loans from the rich, a form of taxation, but that didn’t stop those in charge of the markets profiting from them at the expense of the poor. Indeed it may have just added to the misery of the sans-culottes as the monopolists and speculators tried to recoup their state imposed costs in the form of higher prices. We are seeing here perhaps another early indication of the rise of capitalism and the sale of labour power at prices fluctuating around its value. The value of labour power is, as John Passant says:

… the socially necessary labour time required to regenerate the worker for the next day and into the future and includes immediate [necessities and] costs such as food, clothing, heating, transport and housing but also more long term costs like the support of children - the next generation of workers - education, skills, health, and other less immediate requirements for capital. It also includes a historical and moral element.237

What we are seeing here are societies shifting from direct feudal exploitation, open to the eye of all who were forced to work for say 3 of their six labouring days to produce products for the consumption of the lord. In its place comes the hidden exploitation of capitalism and the displacement that the change from feudalism to capitalism is producing and the pattern of constant revolutionising of production that is capitalism and the constant change to working relations which flows from that. As Marx and Engels say:

The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionising the instruments of production, and thereby the relations of production, and with them the whole relations of society. Conservation of the old modes of production in unaltered form, was, on the contrary, the first condition of existence for all earlier industrial classes. Constant revolutionising of production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty and agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones. All fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones become antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to face with sober senses his real conditions of life, and his relations with his kind.238
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It comes as no surprise then that at this early stage in the development of global capitalism, in this case in France, the feeling of the poor was anger, anger against aspects of capitalism, and its solution, reforms within capitalism. This is because there was much to be angry about and because an understanding of the nature of capitalism as an exploitative system was yet to be fully formulated and argued. It is also because in the cross over from to the other the class capable of revolutionary change has not yet consolidated its position in society as the most powerful class with the capacity to overthrow capitalism.

Indeed the Enragés’ demands, even in the context of societal development of the time, seem to be a precursor of the debates between revolution and reform. On the other hand the demands for price control and outlawing of monopolies together with enforced loans had an anti-capitalist effect. But they devastated the economy and the ability of a revolutionary government to fund its expenditures. Sargent and Velde argue that the Terror arose to address ‘the extreme fiscal exigencies.’ They describe this period in the French Revolution as the merger of economic and political dictatorship. What then happened economically during the Terror? Sergeant and Velde again:

Threat of death for offenders enforced parity of assignats with specie. It was illegal to hold such assets as commodities, private financial securities, precious metals, specie, jewelry, or foreign exchange, and markets in them were closed. Holding land was permitted. All assets and bonds constituting the public debt were converted into a single non-transferable perpetual rent title. In response to inflation, grain prices, then consumer prices and wages, and later producer prices were controlled with the so-called laws on the Maximum. Currency demand was supported by the laws on the Maximum and restrictions against hoarding. Under the Terror, any citizen accused of violating these laws could expect swift and arbitrary proceedings.

The regime did not and could not last, based as it was on anti-market rules such as price and wage controls, brutally if episodically enforced, repression of monopolies and the like. The Jacobins were themselves overthrown.

There is a second lesson for me from this brief historical review. The Enragés appealed to the National Assembly to take action. Certainly the sans culottes were on the streets of Paris making their demands for a better life and expressing their anger about the gross privations they were suffering. However the agency for change was not the sans culottes themselves but, under constant pressure from below, the newly forming and constantly reforming and reconstituting institution of French capitalism then and at more settled later times in French history, the National Assembly. Again this reflects something inherent in capitalism in developed democracies – the social democratic view that progressive change comes through Parliament, even if sometimes there has to be pressure from below in the form of strikes and/or mass protests to achieve those reforms. The alternative vision is that workers and others set up their own directly democratic institutions of governance, something that begins to happen in 1871 in the Paris Commune and accelerates in the 20th century in Russia in 1917, Europe from 1918 until about 1923 when the German Revolution is finally defeated. It plays out finally with the defeat of the left (broadly understood) in the Spanish Civil War.
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We can see this reforming process playing out too in the rise of capitalism in Great Britain and the introduction of the temporary income tax in 1799, at the time of the Napoleonic Wars, all the way up, for the purposes of this paper, to the Chartists in the 1840s and on to income tax being made permanent in Great Britain in 1860.

B A brief history of the early days of income tax in the United Kingdom

Unlike the fiscal crisis of French feudalism, the British state, with less population and less income, was able to more successfully fund its aggressive and defensive wars. Unlike the French feudal regimes it did not do so through over reliance on debt raising but through taxation. Between 1688 and 1799 one main tax was land tax. This was some sort of feudal substitute for taxing wealth. The other main taxes were significant excises on common consumables like salt, seaborne coal, spices, beer, spirits, tea, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, malt and leather. Again these were seen as some form of recouping contributions from the wealthy but applied not just to them but, depending on the excise, to the poor and labouring classes. Indeed excises were by far the major contribution to revenue for the British state before and during the years immediately after the French Revolution. Seligman points out that of the more than 17 million sterling in overall government revenue, land tax bought in about two million sterling and houses and establishments taxes only about one and a quarter million sterling. Almost all of the rest – around 13 million sterling - came from customs and excises.

The various wars with revolutionary France and then the Napoleonic wars revealed the inadequacies of this approach. The reliance on taxes on consumption and their inadequacy in times of war and even perhaps the existential threat that the French presented, saw the first steps away from customs and excises concentrate on the other main source of revenue – the ‘direct imposts, partly on houses and partly on so-called establishments, including carriages, servants, horses, hair-powder, dogs, watches and clocks.’ Pitt decided to change from an episodic set of taxes on particular examples of property and wealth and income to ‘what he called “a general tax on persons possessed of property commensurate as far as practicable with their means.”’ It was to apply equitably to those better able to pay and those unable to contribute – the poor - would be excluded. The Aid and Contribution Act of 1798, or the Triple Assessment as it became known because it in many cases (at least) tripled previous assessments, divided essentially property owning taxpayers into three classes. All were essentially property holders. The wealthier with property such as man-servants, horses and carriages had their previous assessments tripled at the lower end of previous assessments, those assessments below £25, and at the upper end, where previous assessments were greater.
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than £50, the previous assessments were increased fivefold, with gradations in between.\textsuperscript{252} The next class were those well off who owned houses, clocks, watches and windows.\textsuperscript{253} They had lower rates of increase applied to their previous assessments (ranging from 1/10\textsuperscript{th} of previous assessments to five times previous assessments.\textsuperscript{254} For the less wealthy property owners with lodgings or shops the rates were even lower, from one tenth to double.\textsuperscript{255}

Seligman makes the point that the Triple Assessment was a de facto income tax in the sense there was some relation between the expenditures on houses, clocks, man servants and horses for example and income.\textsuperscript{256} The tax was arranged in a way that was progressive. Those with incomes below £60 were exempt.\textsuperscript{257} The rate increased to ten percent on incomes over £200.\textsuperscript{258} Where the quadrupling fell short of reaching ten percent the taxpayer was asked to make a voluntary contribution to reach that figure.\textsuperscript{259}

Because of fraud and evasion the tax collected less than half its original estimate (although the voluntary contributions, which as Seligman notes, Pitt realised could not be relied upon in the long term, were more than expected.)\textsuperscript{260} The battle between taxing wealth and taxing expenditure was destined to burst forth. It did a year later in 1789/99 when Pitt introduced an income tax as a way of directly taxing the income of the well-off rather than indirectly through taxing wealthy property holders as a corollary of income as the Triple Assessment attempted to do.

As we have seen, attempts to extend the excise to cider and sherry and to increase it on beer produced major opposition, and saw the British Parliament extend a rapacious eye to its American colonies, with historically disastrous results. However, just as dissatisfaction with tax and inequality, and starvation, were key contributors to the social and class dissatisfaction and anger that led to the French Revolution, war, and the need to fund it, was an important driver in the establishment of income tax as the main revenue raiser for capitalist states. Britain led the way. The Lincoln government in America followed suit during the civil war.

Despite the seemingly better position of the British State, (or higher tax burden on British people than on their Continental counterparts), the burden of war and war debt was still very great. As the British Archive remarks: ‘The cost of war had drained Britain’s resources, and run up a considerable national debt. The army was starving, and poor conditions in the navy in 1797 had led to mutiny.’\textsuperscript{261}

As Seligman says ‘The British income tax was a direct outcome of the gigantic struggle against France.’\textsuperscript{262} Pitt introduced the first, temporary, income tax in 1799 to fund the Napoleonic Wars and to avoid public debt becoming unsustainable.\textsuperscript{263} As Patrick O’Brien
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put it: ‘Only the armies of Revolutionary France and the probable collapse of public credit prompted the political classes to accept [income taxation].’

The reference to political classes by O’Brien is instructive. This first income tax was a class tax. It did not apply to the poor and ordinary working people. It was in fact imposed on land with a deemed rate of return then taxed. This meant that the British Parliament, made up of the men of property and merchants, was imposing a tax on those like them who held property and earned income from it. A temporary peace meant the income tax was repealed but the return to war and a change of government saw Prime Minister Addington reintroduce the income tax in 1803, temporary of course (and temporary it proved to be for almost 3 decades after the end of the Napoleonic Wars.) Again it was a class tax. It did not apply to the labouring classes and the poor. It was only during the First World War that income tax in Britain applied to all classes.

By 1799 Britain had become a society of generalised income, in the form of wages, profits, rent and interest. Indeed the debates when Pitt moved the Bill to introduce income tax sometimes raised the difference between income from property and income from personal exertion with some arguing property income should be taxed more harshly than income from labour. Pitt argued for the equal treatment of all types of income for the purposes of this tax on income. The differences in income source – property or work - arose from inequalities in society and taxing those equally would leave them as we find them. To complain about this inequality was in effect to complain about the way society was constructed. The events in France showed where such thinking led – to the rabble running society. Pitt rejected the idea that a tax on expenditure was the best and most progressive way to raise revenue.


265 Although Carolyn C Jones uses the term in describing the federal first income taxes in the US because they applied not to all income owners but only to the most prosperous section of society, the term has more general application. So too does her related description of the class tax becoming a mass tax under the pressure of funding the Second World War. See for example Carolyn C Jones, ‘Bonds, Voluntarism and Taxation’ in Studies in John Tiley, (ed), The History of Tax Law, volume 2’ (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2007) 427, 427.

266 As Marx explains, the Holy Trinity of profit, wages and rent disguises the reality of exploitation and the common root that is surplus value from which these branches spring. Karl Marx, *Capital Volume III*, Chapter 48. See also John Passant, above n 236, 287.

267 For those interested in a good in depth explanation and analysis of the introduction of the income, Edwin RA Seligman, ‘The War Income Tax 1798-1816’ in Edwin RA Seligman, *The Income Tax: A study of the History, Theory and Practice of Income Taxation at Home and Abroad* (The MacMillan Company, New York, 1914) 57 et ff is excellent. Of course for Marxists income from property such as land and savings is in fact a distribution of the surplus value workers create, rendered into the form of interest or rent or dividends or annuities and so forth. See for example Karl Marx, *Capital Volume III*, chapter 48, The Holy Trinity. The Holy Trinity refers to Adam Smith’s capital and profit, labour and wages and land and rent. Marx explains these are the surface realities of something deeper, namely the surplus value that workers in the productive (market) sectors.
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He appealed to the British people to support the war effort by supporting the new tax. To win support for the tax he raised the spectre of a French invasion.

The income tax was not a direct response to the agitation of the British working class and the poor. It was a tax imposed from on high on the elite and the well off. It was driven by their concerns about funding war, not in response to an angry population demanding reforms. At the same time William Pitt the Younger was introducing the income tax, he also introduced the Combination Act in 1799, an anti-union law, slightly modified in 1800, which effectively made trade unions illegal. The laws were repealed in 1824 but an outbreak of strikes saw a revised Combination of Workers Act made law in 1825 which severely restricted trade unions and trade unionists. It was not till 1871 that the Tarde Union Act gave workers the right to be in unions.

When the Napoleonic Wars finished in 1815 the income tax was repealed but was reintroduced by Sir Robert Peel in 1842, a time of peace. This was part of a wider shift from mercantilism and protectionism to free trade and in part centred on revenue concerns that arose from the proposed repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846 and the duties under them. This embrace of the free market may itself also be linked to the rise and rise of Great Britain not only as the biggest capitalist economy but also its colonial expansion across the globe and its desire to defeat possible manufacturing and colonial competitors. The move from mercantilism to the free market and the rise of a working class movement like the Chartists in the 1840s help explain the first tentative steps to a tax on income, via property taxes as an estimate for wealth, and then it becoming permanent, all against a backdrop of war – the Napoleonic, Crimean and class wars.

The temporary tax was renewed and became a permanent political feature of British life when the Crimean War broke out in 1853. The tax was re-legitimised during this period. Dome, drawing in part on the work of Martin Daunton, says that ‘an important part of this process [of legitimation] was the transformation of the British fiscal-military state into what Daunton (2001: 135) calls “the civilian-military state”’. Discussion of the relationship between capitalism and the state in relation to tax, when it all too infrequently occurs among mainstream tax scholars, has become an analysis based on
the concept of the tax state or the civil-military state. Neither fully captures the reality of the capitalist state, one which does indeed levy taxes and which in certain colonialist and imperialist countries does have significant military elements in its makeup. However both ignore the fundamentals of capitalism and the fact it is built on the exploitation of workers. Tax and the military are important components of the state under capitalism but not its full explanation. Indeed, by a one sided focus on tax or the military we lose focus on the nature of the state as the guarantor of the exploitative relationship between capital and labour.

Poulantzas goes so far as to say:

"Our investigation must take as its guiding thread the tendency of the falling rate of profit: state intervention in the economy should be essentially understood as the introduction of counter-tendencies to this tendency, in relation to the new coordinates whereby the average rate of profit is established in the present phase of monopoly capitalism."

Of course Poulantzas is writing at a time about capitalism in old age, when it is in, arguably, its monopoly stage. Nevertheless the relationship between the state and profit rates is an interesting suggestion. We could see for example tax reform in the current era as an attempt to reduce tax on capital and hence temporarily improve the after tax return to capital as one response to falling global profit rates. In capitalism’s teenage years (for example in 1799 in Britain) it may well be that the role of the state is not to cut taxes but to impose new ones such as an income tax not just to fund wars but in the very near future - 1842 and after in Britain in part in response to the mass Chartist movement, and after 1848 in Europe among a section of the victorious sections of reaction - to fund state expenditure on the working class to make it healthier and more educated and thus more exploitable and more productive of profit.

The tax alternated over the next decades from repeal in 1816 to reintroduction in 1842 (but reviewed annually) to final acceptance by all the major political parties in the 1860s that the tax was permanent. It is still reviewed annually, and can only apply if the Parliament votes to do so for the next year.
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Institute at the Australian National University. Miranda Stewart, ‘The Tax State, Benefit and Legitimacy’ in Peter Harris and Dominic de Cognan (eds), Studies in the History of Taxation Law Volume 7 (Hart Publishing, Oxford, September 2015) 483. Stewart argues (my interpretation) that a fiscal constitution exists between rulers and ruled in democratic tax states that is in essence a limit on tax power and the rule are bought off (my words, not hers) through benefits that flow from this revenue raising social tax contract. She says for example in the abstract at p 483 ‘… the evolution of successful tax states, especially democratic states, seems to depend on both an acceptance by taxpayers of benefits derived under government and a fiscal constitution that limits taxing power. The chapter argues for a renewed focus on principles of benefit and legitimacy of taxation to fund successful democratic tax states in the global era.’ This argument I believe is an example of tax dominancy, a carryover from the likes of those who misunderstand the ambiguity in Adam Smith’s thought, and more specifically Schumpeter and the fiscal sociology theorists who follow in his footsteps. Tax dominancy is the idea that tax is the dominant explicator of the state and capitalism, a position which sees solutions to capitalism in terms of tax and hence government expenditure without questioning the profound contradictions at the heart of capitalism, in particular the exploitation of workers that is at the lifeblood of the system. Viewed in this deeper light tax crises are both an expression of the crises of capitalism – for example war, depression, recession – and at best in the hands of intelligent political operators are a band aid on the cancer. At worst, in the hands of ideologues stuck in the past and clinging to and defending it or, imagining they are visionaries reforming the system, but with little understanding of the dialectic of capital and labour and the key role labour has in producing profit, tax changes worsen the crises and provoke the anger of the common people against specific tax and other living standards’ problems in the system and possibly ultimately against the system itself.
However something significant had also been developing over the this period of time when income tax was on trial, from 1799 to about 1862, had also been developing. The British working class became the majority of the country and began to agitate for reforms both political and economic. The Chartist movement grew out of a strengthening and more confident working class movement in the 1830 and then in the 1840s. Its demands were for democracy for all.

I said above that the income tax was reintroduced in 1842, a time of peace. The UK was not at war with other countries. But the war within, the class war, was hotting up. The Chartists were organising demonstrations and demands for the vote for all men, and for equality more generally. Here is how the British Library describes their demands:

In 1838 a People's Charter was drawn up for the London Working Men's Association (LWMA) by William Lovett and Francis Place, two self-educated radicals, in consultation with other members of LWMA. The Charter had six demands:

- All men to have the vote (universal manhood suffrage)
- Voting should take place by secret ballot
- Parliamentary elections every year, not once every five years
- Constituencies should be of equal size
- Members of Parliament should be paid
- The property qualification for becoming a Member of Parliament should be abolished.  

The middle classes had won the vote in 1832. The focus of the Chartists was on parliamentary democracy and representation for working class people. The 1838 Parliament rejected their demands. As a result there was unrest across Britain. It was suppressed. The petition was presented again in 1842. It was rejected again. There was more unrest. There was a general strike in 1842, the first general strike in capitalism’s history. It was no accident that at the same time the British state in 1842 reintroduced an income tax there was mass working class unrest. Economic depression had both undermined government revenue and cut wages and jobs. Free trade rather than mercantilism become one ruling class solution to the crises inherent in capitalism. This saw a range of laws passed including the repeal of the Corn Laws, The debates on both the Income Tax and the Tariff Bill in that year were interspersed with debates about the People’s Charter re-presented in 1842. Like its 1838 predecessor its demand for universal suffrage and fair electorates were defeated overwhelmingly not only in the Parliament, but also in the streets. The state mobilised its oppressive arm to control the Chartists and the strikers. This became the response too in 1848 when spurred by revolutions abroad the Chartists once more rose up only to be met with repression. This had consequences for Australia as many of the rebellious Chartists ended
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up in the penal colonies and their ideas and some of the people played an important part in the Eureka Stockade in 1854, Australia’s first and only tax rebellion from below.

The coalition of landed and bourgeois interests that was coming together saw their interests as threatened by the working class could not allow that class to have a majority in the British Parliament. As the majority of the population, workers might achieve by legislation what they could not achieve by strikes and protests – not just the political revolution of radical reform but the social revolution of changed property relations. Marx thought this a possibility at the time so perhaps the ruling classes were right to fear this potentiality. As he wrote in the New York Daily Tribune about the Chartists:

> But universal suffrage is the equivalent of political power for the working class of England, where the proletariat forms the large majority of the population, where, in a long though underground civil war, it has gained a clear consciousness of its position as a class and where even the rural districts know no longer any peasants, but only landlords, industrial capitalists (farmers) and hired labourers. The carrying of universal suffrage in England would, therefore be a far more socialistic measure than anything which has been honoured with that name on the continent. Its inevitable result, here is the political supremacy of the working class.289

Like John Charlton I have my doubts.290 First, judged with the benefit of hindsight the idea of a parliamentary road to socialism has been one of the great sustaining myths of the reformist wing of the labour movement, expressing as it does the ideas and logic of the trade union bureaucracy who stand above and separate from the working class and balance between labour and capital as the retailers to capital of workers’ labour power.291 These people have no interest in fundamentally altering the nature of society and abolishing their own jobs and social position. Second, as Charlton recognises, if the Chartists had won the vote for all workers would have meant civil war if they attempted to introduce fundamental reforms for the benefit of their working class constituency voters.292 Charlton argues that ‘[i]t is probably true that the achievement of universal suffrage in the 1840s would have required a revolutionary overthrow of the existing power, given the fierce determination of the property holders to maintain their authority.’293

Although the Chartists were put down brutally each time the rose and seriously challenged the gentry and capital politically, they did win real gains. Against this background of a discontented working class and the Crimean War of 1853 to 1856, the income tax became permanent in the sense that it was accepted by both the Conservatives and Liberals, despite the usual rhetoric about repealing it when appropriate to do so. Every year it was renewed with the usual tears of concern, despite the fact for example that in 1842 an illegal demonstration of middle class protesters opposed it, as did the City. The tax effectively became permanent to fund the growing war machine that was British colonialism and also to fund expenditure on the troublesome working class for its benefit and by design for the
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benefit of the ruling class in making the working class even more a source of value. The revenue also funded the state to suppress the working class if they became too troublesome. Income tax became part and parcel of the machinery of government and a key element in the social reproduction of the capitalism that welfare and other spending were to entail. At this stage it did not cover workers. It was not until 1909, just five years before the outbreak of World War I that the tax expanded to all of the working class and so moved in Jones’s terminology from a class tax to a mass tax. Nine years later, in 1918 and driven by the war, the obvious need to respond to the demands of workers for representation now that they were paying tax and the example of Russian workers by revolution having set up their own workers’ state, that the British State included all adult males and women over the age of 30 in the vote and extended that in 1928 to include all adult women, i.e. all women over the age of 21.

The rise of the Chartists and the protests and strikes they led, while they did not produce a revolution, or win universal male suffrage, forced a parliament of vested, mainly landed, interests, move quickly to introduce some progressive changes. These reforms also benefitted the ruling classes or sections of them too, in the short term or longer term, depending on the circumstances. As August notes, that despite the repression and decline of the Chartists in 1842 and afterwards (before the 1848 resurgence and similar defeat and decline):

A series of policies made it clear that even and unreformed Parliament could act in ways that benefited workers. Peel’s 1842 Budget, cutting consumption taxes and levelling an income tax on the affluent, offers but one example. The Mines Act of 1842, the Factory Act of 1844 and Ten Hours Act of 1847, repeal of the Corn Laws and other reforms undermined the notion that the existing system could only produce ‘class legislation’.294

However these reforms, in the interests not just of workers but of the free market and industrialism, alone do not explain the decline for a time of the Chartists after 1842 before tits mild revitalisation for a while in 1848. Repression helps fill in the explanation. As August explains: ‘The State defeated Chartism though coercion as well as reforms. Mass arrests, show trials, transportation and imprisonment destroyed the local leadership of the movement.’295

C – Some back ground to tax in Australia

The deportations of Chartists helped the class struggle in Australia and are an important element in understanding the one tax rebellion in Australia, the Eureka Stockade, overladen as it was too with demands for democracy. The successful American Revolution saw Britain’s rulers turn their attention to Australia as a dumping ground for its prisoners of poverty. ‘Discovered’ in 1770 by James Cook the first British settlement was established at Sydney on 26 January 1788. Hillier and O’Lincoln note that one of the conditions for capitalism is ‘free’ labour.296 They then comment that in the penal colony stage of the
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development of capitalism in Australia (from 1788 to roughly 1828) ‘a multifaceted labour market developed in which the differences between freedom and bondage could be a matter of degree.’

The other side to this is that the successful implantation and expansion of the colony and the capitalist system it was bringing required the violent dispossession, in other words the genocide, of the original inhabitants. Many many Aboriginal people died in the invasion and wars of conquest and their consequences, perhaps over 100,000. Further, it is not just that the consequences of that ongoing systemic genocide haunt the living today. As a direct consequence of government decision making many Aboriginal communities have living standards at third world levels, with death coming ten years or so earlier to Aboriginal people than to non-Aboriginal Australians. The genocide itself continues in the sense of ongoing attempts by governments and big business (especially mining companies) to drive Aboriginal communities off their land. The state continues to steal Aboriginal children from their families, another form of genocide.

By the 1820s, as Hillier and O’Lincoln note: ‘A state-run prison with capitalist features was transforming itself into a full-blown capitalist society in eastern Australia.’ The economy was changing, led by an explosion in the production and export of wool. Between 1821 and 1840 wool production increased from 175,000 pounds to more than 12,000,000 pounds. Over this period the nature of revenue sources and revenue raising changed too. The colonial state had initially been dependent on money, men and arms from Britain to survive. There was simply nothing to tax in the colony. The first attempted tax in 1795 was an appeal to the wealthy for voluntary contributions. For some reason this did not work well. The wealthy resented contributing to the upkeep of the lower classes. The failure of voluntary contributions saw the first taxes levied on imports – collected on entry into the wharf and hence easy to administer - and the imposition of excises on spirits, wine and beer. The taxes on alcohol were the main source of revenue, and were raised to build a new gaol after the original one was inexplicably burnt down. The next set of taxes, to build an orphanage, relied in the main on a tax on rum. There were also various duties on goods from the Far East, and fees and charges for various government services such as wharfage, for land grants and for licencing fees for liquor retailing and auctioneering. Smith concludes, not
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unsurprisingly that ‘the first taxes reflected the interests of the rich and powerful in early colonial society.’

As we have seen in relation to Britain, indirect taxes raised easy money. However they often fell on the necessities of the poor and working class. For example in NSW in 1840 the duties were extended to essential items like tea, sugar, rice, flour and grain.

Couple this unfairness of taxes on consumption with a British ruling class keen to extract more revenue to fund its wars and fearful of the wrath of the masses that it had seen in Paris, or in its own country as the Chartist movement grew and made its demands, and it was almost inevitable that the long slow switch to income taxes began in the UK in 1799, and after the income tax’s repeal in 1816, re-appeared in 1842. However colonial New South Wales was not Britain. It did not at this early stage have the level of capitalist development necessary to make the imposition of an income tax feasible. So its main taxes were customs duties and excises and this remained the case for the first 50 years of the colony.

The economy began to change from penal colony to market economy, from unfree to free labour. Some wealthy interests opposed this. For example, as part of the process of moving from cheap convict labour to free labour, transportation ended in 1840. The squatters opposed this because it raised their labour costs and thus cut into their profits. Attempts to transport convicts into Victoria and New South Wales were met with big demonstrations of thousands against such moves, with one newspaper going so far as to suggest taking up arms to stop it from happening. The Anti-Transportation League formed out of these struggles and was an important part of the fight for free not convict labour in the colonies.

At the same time as the economy was changing there was a slow and very carefully managed process of democratisation going on to give the rich and economically powerful a say in the state. For example the NSW Legislative Council set up in 1842 had a franchise and membership limited by property holding. To be eligible for election a member had to have property worth more than £2000 or income of more than £100 a year. Only those with property worth more than £200 could vote. This limited the vote and Council membership effectively to squatters and wealthy merchants. Even then the Governor appointed the Executive.

With such property and income requirements it is unsurprising that the squatters in 1846 won leasing rights from ‘their’ Parliament over ‘their’ land. They could then convert the lease into full ownership.
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The squattocracy understood the threat to their interests that democracy posed if it were eventually implemented. They fought back with proposals for an unelected or property qualified vote for a yet to be established Upper House as a bulwark against any democracy that allowed those without property to vote. Thousands turned out to protest against such proposals. McPherson quotes a report of the time about 3000 who protested against an anti-democratic Upper House in the Ovens Valley in Victoria. It shows the depth of anger and the extent of the desire for democracy.

A dray formed the temporary platform, on which the Chairman and the speakers were placed. Over the platform was a crimson flag on which was inscribed, "Taxation without representation is robbery". Another flag which waved from a venerable gum tree bore the inscription of "Representation for the miners", and on a third on which was written, "Unlock the lands", a pick and spade crossed were painted.

The discovery of gold in prospectable quantities in Bathurst New South Wales in 1851 and then Victoria in various places in the same year changed not only the revenue dynamic but the democratic dynamic too. Class antagonisms had been sharpening well before the discovery of gold. The influx of prospectors from around the globe exacerbated those class tensions. McPherson puts it this way:

The burning questions of the day were the distribution of land, the form of labour that would supply the demands of a growing economy, civil rights and democracy. Conflict over these issues was framed by the moves toward the creation of the separate colony of Victoria in 1850, and toward colonial self-government, which was granted in 1855. All sides understood that the question of how democratic these new political institutions were to be would determine the future shape and direction of society. This conflict would inform the dramatic upheavals of 1854.

The spark for the demand for democracy and its partial implementation was the gold licence. Although the usual customs duties and excises continued after gold was discovered, both colonial governments – Victoria became a colony separate from NSW on 1 January 1851 - saw the opportunity to benefit from the gold rush by charging steep exploration fees, based on the idea that the gold belonged to the Crown and it could licence people to explore for it as a consequence. Both colonial governments saw the gold mining licence as a new El Dorado. The fee was 30s per month in both NSW and Victoria. To put this in perspective, 30s a month was almost exactly the monthly wage of a rural labourer (who also often received rations on top of that.).

The gold licence neither found reflection in the services and infrastructure the government provided in the gold rush towns nor in the income earned by the miners from exploration and mining. The most successful and the most unsuccessful miners paid exactly the same fee for the chance to be part of the gold lottery. There were not many winners.

The gold rush was literally a rush, a rush of people immigrating to Australia to find gold and escape wage slavery. The figures are staggering. Victoria’s population for example grew
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from 75,000 in 1850 to more than 280,000 in 1854. The number working in the goldfields over the same time trebled, from 35000 to over 100,000. Not only that, but the gold rush had an impact on labour that shook the wool and other pastoral industrialists to their core. Many workers left their jobs on the farms and in the cities to search for gold and hope to find a way out of capitalist drudgery. Without shepherds, without sailors, without mechanics, without servants, the rich and powerful found their society and the flow of profits and other comforts drying up.

The miners, also known as diggers, came from ‘Britain, Ireland, Europe, California and China.’ They had overwhelmingly working class backgrounds and experience in Britain and Ireland. Many were influenced by the still warm Chartist ideas of democracy and universal suffrage. A number had been involved in the class or national liberation struggles in Britain, Ireland and the Continent in the 1840s. These ideas and memories of rebellion in all three centres were to play an important part in the Eureka rebellion. Italian freedom fighter Raffaello Carboni is but one example.

It is true that the miners were not workers. The diggers were not selling their labour power to survive but rather expending their labour in the hope of finding gold, essentially a small business, or petit bourgeois, activity. However this ignores the idea and reality of transition, a transition from the working class, and in the case of most miners, back to the working class. It also ignores the fact that the traditions and experience of working class life were a living memory for many miners. There was also the reality that the conditions in the camps and the actions of the state in levying the licence fee forced miners together both as part of a shared experience of privation and as having a common enemy, the state. This common enemy imposed and brutally collected the licence fee which was seen, quite rightly, as a major contributor to their rotten conditions and poverty.

In the years before the Eureka Stockade there were protests against the licence fee in New South Wales and Victoria. From Sofala on the Turon River to the Ovens River mine and on to Bendigo, miners there and elsewhere turned out first in their hundreds and then in their thousands to condemn the licence and demand among other things a say in the governments that imposed the unfair tax on them. When in July at a meeting with elected delegates from the Bendigo miners Victorian Governor La Trobe rejected their moderate pleas to repeal the licence fee and dismissed their calls for representation in a Parliament that could approve or repeal the licence, the mood of the miners radicalised.

They decided to pay only 10s instead of 30s for the licence and if the authorities refused to accept that payment, then to pay nothing. Troops were rushed to Bendigo but the local authorities advised the Governor that if attempts were made to collect the fee there would be
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La Trobe decided to try to calm the situation. He asked the Legislative Council to repeal the fee and replace it with a duty on gold exports. They refused. He then suspended collecting the tax from the forthcoming October. The miners celebrated their victory but a few days into the start of October La Trobe re-instituted the fee but at 20s. The miners were incensed at this betrayal and underhandedness.

It was not till the next year that their inchoate anger found outlet. In October 1854 the new Victorian governor, military man Sir Charles Hotham, decided to increase licence checks to twice a week. He wanted to reassert total control over the miners and to increase revenue to address a fiscal crisis. Against this background of growing anger with the police state licence collections and the high non-income related fee, the spark for the rebellion became the acquittal of James Bentley, a hotel owner in Ballarat, for the murder of a miner.

Many miners believed Bentley had bribed the magistrate to acquit him. A mass meeting of 5000 miners condemned the acquittal and 1000 marched to Bentley’s Eureka Hotel and burnt it down. In response the Governor sent 450 police and troops to Ballarat. They arrested 3 miners, McIntyre, Fletcher and Westerby and charged them with burning down the Eureka Hotel.

A meeting of up to 10,000 miners met to protest the arrest of the 3 miners and how to get them out of jail. The air was filled with Chartist ideology and slogans. The meeting elected 3 men with Chartist views to lead a delegation to Hotham to win the jailed miners’ release. As McPherson notes:

The three represented different wings of Chartism. Humffray and Black were advocates of "moral force" Chartism – for achieving democratic rights through the persuasive power of mass peaceful action and rational argument. Tom Kennedy was more radical, an advocate of "physical force" Chartism. He argued that direct action against the authorities would be necessary and achieve more than polite appeals.

On 11 November 1854 a mass meeting of over 10,000 miners and others set up the Ballarat Reform League. Their demands were Chartism with Australian characteristics:

* Disband the office of Gold Commissioners.
* Abolish the miners’ and storekeepers’ licence tax.
* Full and fair representation.
* Manhood suffrage.
* No property qualifications for Legislative Council candidates.
* Payment of Legislative Council members
Unfair taxes had again sparked demands for democracy. The program of the Ballarat Reform League alluded to a revolutionary alternative if their demands were not met. It said:

That it is the inalienable right of every citizen to have a voice in the making of laws he is called upon to obey. That taxation without representation in tyranny … That it is the object of the League to place the power in the hands of responsible representatives of the people to frame wholesome laws and carry on an honest government. That it is not the wish of the League to effect an immediate separation of this colony from the parent country, if equal laws and equal rights are dealt out in the whole free community; but that, if Queen Victoria continues to act upon the ill advice of dishonest ministers and insists upon indirectly dictating obnoxious laws for the colony, under the assumed authority of the Royal prerogative, the Reform League will endeavour to supersede such Royal prerogatives by asserting that of the people, which is the most royal of all prerogatives, as the people are the only legitimate source of all political power.

‘The people are the only legitimate source of all political power’ is a powerful democratic statement in a time of limited franchise. It was for the propertied governing minority a huge threat. In the eyes of these democratic rebels power, and with it legitimacy and sovereignty, flowed not from Parliaments, nor Kings or governors, or their armed representatives, but from the people. It was for the propertied governing minority a huge threat and they responded with both guile and then force.

Bentley, the owner of the now destroyed Eureka Hotel, was re-tried and found guilty of manslaughter of the miner. He was sentenced to 3 years jail. However the 3 miners’ leaders, the diggers McIntyre, Fletcher and Westerby, were also jailed for 3, 4 and 6 months for burning down Bentley’s Eureka Hotel. A deputation went to the Governor demanding the miners be released. The Governor refused to accede to their demands and instead talked of a commission of inquiry sometime in the future.

On 29 November a mass meeting of 12000 miners and others met to hear the report back from the delegation. They gathered under calls such as: ‘Down with Despotism! Who so base as to be a Slave! Down with the Licence fees.’ Again tax and democracy were intertwined. After the failure of the moral suasion group to win concessions from the governor, the more radical elements of the miners’ leadership, based around Peter Lalor and others, won the day. One of the motions passed protested:

… the common practice of bodies of military marching into a peaceful district with fixed bayonets, and also any force, police or otherwise, firing on the people, under any circumstances, without the reading of the Riot Act, and that if Government officials continue to act thus unconstitutionally, we cannot be responsible for similar or worse deeds from the people.
The meeting elected a leadership body of one representative per 50 miners.\textsuperscript{351} It also resolved to burn their licence fees then and there in a mass show of defiance.\textsuperscript{352} The Commissioner of the Goldfields wrote to the Governor urging him to put down the democratic rebellion.\textsuperscript{353} He said:

\begin{quote}
The absolute necessity of putting down all meetings, public and private, I think must now be apparent, for the abolition of the license-fee is merely a watchword. The whole affair is a strong democratic agitation by an armed mob. If the Government will hold this and the other gold fields it must at once crush this movement, and I would advise again that this gold field be put under Martial Law, and artillery and a strong force sent up to enforce it.\textsuperscript{354}
\end{quote}

A thousand miners armed themselves and swore allegiance to the Southern Cross ‘to stand truly by each other, and fight to defend our rights and liberties.’ They stood their ground at various encampments and the troops and police withdrew for a few days to their camp. The governor sent in reinforcements and the Commander in Chief of the Army in Australia took control of the troops in preparation for the coming battle with the diggers.\textsuperscript{355} At this stage the rebels could possibly have attacked the camp and driven the police and troops out. They didn’t because their strategy was defence, not revolutionary offensive. The troops’ commanders waited a few days and attacked early in the morning of 4 December when numbers defending the Eureka Stockade were low. The troops routed the rebels, killed 29, some in cold blood as they lay wounded on the ground, and arrested 128. The rest fled.

In crushing the rebellion the government lost the support of the people of Victoria.\textsuperscript{356} The mayor of Melbourne called a meeting on 5 December in support of the government and its actions. Three thousand turned out and condemned the government and called for the Home Secretary to resign. The day after 6000 in Melbourne demonstrated their support for the miners and their demands. The Home Secretary resigned.

The agitation for an amnesty for all the rebels, including 13 charged with treason, continued over the next few months. The trials began in February 1855. The first one was of an African American called Jeffrey. This was a crude attempt by the Government to stoke racism and reinforce the message that it was ‘foreigners’ who were the problem. A jury acquitted him and he was received as a hero by a crowd outside the court. It was the same for the other 12 as they we are all found not guilty over the coming months and cheered by rapturous crowds as they emerged free after acquittal. And still the masses demanded democracy!

The ruling class was scared and began a process of limited democratisation. After the Royal Commission handed down its findings in July 1855, reforms to the electoral laws and mining licence laws saw representatives from mining regions able to be elected. The fee itself was scrapped and a £1 annual fee introduced which enabled miners like Lalor to take seats in the Parliament. Even more importantly, a new source of class pressure arose in 1856. Various building workers fought and struck for the 8 hour day. They won the first 8 hour day in the
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world. This mass working class action and the popular movement for land reform, to take the land out of the hands of the squattocracy, together with the memory of Eureka Stockade, saw the government legislate for adult male suffrage in 1857 in a lower house Legislative Assembly. The upper house Legislative Council was to remain the preserve of the propertied until 1950.

The demands for democracy in other States saw governments there follow suit over time. An oppressive tax had sparked a rebellion for democracy which won full adult male suffrage in Victoria fully 50 years before male workers in the UK won it.

The Eureka Stockade was the high point of tax rebellion and the struggle for political democracy in Australia. The two later tax highlights – the introduction during World War I of the Federal Income Tax in 1915, effective from 1 July 1916, and the centralisation of tax in the hands of the Commonwealth government in 1942 during World War II – did not directly involve mass working class protests let alone rebellion. They were however responses to societal forces within Australian capitalism and to debates within the ruling class about the best way forward for that system.

Income Tax in Australia – the highlights of 1915 and 1942

The Australian Labor Party formed in 1891357 as a consequence of the defeats of the labour movement in the strikes of the early 1890s. It was born of depression and defeat.358 The party briefly held government in 1899 in Queensland – the first labour government anywhere - and then in 1904 formed the first (admittedly minority and short-lived) national labour government in the world.359 The very fact of Labor and parliamentary representation shifted the thinking of workers from direct won gains through strikes and protests to electing fellow workers who would implement reforms, or even socialism, for the benefit of workers. It is this single fact – the rise of reformism – that destroyed or forced underground the spirit of Eureka. However to echo Marx, the old mole of eureka would burrow underground to spring up at times to challenge the powers that be.

The discussion and practice of tax reform in Australia after the Eureka Stockade becomes the discussion and practice of reformism and conservatism and top down changes for workers or top down changes for capital. The people as direct participants, like they were in the Peasants’ Revolt, the English Civil War, the American Revolution, the French Revolution, the Chartist movement and the Eureka Stockade, is missing. This is not to say that the working class were not agitating and fighting on the streets and in the workplaces for better wages and sometimes for progressive policies. It is just that tax was no longer a spark for rebellion in Australia. Viewed in light of the tax rebellions over the last millennium, this is likely to be a historically temporary set of affairs.
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Some States had begun to introduce income taxes before Federation in 1901. Tasmania for example introduced a withholding tax on rents, dividends and annuities in 1880. South Australia introduced a general income and land tax in 1884 and the other States followed suit over the next 2 decades. While the Constitution gave the Federal government a concurrent power, with the states, to impose tax, the first Federal tax that required a bureaucracy to collect it was land tax. It began in 1910 and marks the establishment of the Australian Taxation Office. 1910 was also the year that the Fisher Labor government came to power. The Land Tax, a Labor initiative, was designed to break up big landed estates.

It was also introduced to support the newly introduced pension. Labor had promised in 1906 to implement just such a tax to fund an aged pension. In 1908 the first Deakin government introduced the aged and invalid pension. Men and women over 65 were eligible for the pension and in 1910 it was made available to women over 60. It was funded out of general revenue. So it was no surprise Labor, when it could, introduced a land tax. The need to finance social welfare and how to do so weighs heavily on the mind of all governments since the age of social welfare began. In Australia that was 1908, federally and the list of social and public services has increased markedly since then.

It was the First World War and the enthusiastic response of all major political parties that led to the introduction of the Commonwealth income tax in 1915. As Krever and Mellor put it ‘… the costs of waging war were well above the cost of peacetime governance and the revenue shortfall was growing.’ Julie Smith notes that “…commentators saw the income tax as a sensible move to finance Australia’s role in the conflict.”

Given that government spending increased from virtually nothing to over one fifth of GDP during the war, this seems a sensible conclusion. In addition, the tax was progressive and redistributive, a factor
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which bought support for the tax from the working class who were largely exempt from it.\textsuperscript{374} In other words the Federal Income Tax Act\textsuperscript{1915} remained, to use Jones’s terminology, a class tax. However its interaction with state income taxes muddied that exemption water somewhat.

Krever and Mellor add another layer of complexity. They argue that the income tax, which had no end date, was part of the process of centralisation of power in Australia that would take decades to concentrate revenue and other powers in the hands of the national government. As they say in their abstract:

The Commonwealth’s entry into the income tax field in 1915 is often explained as a wartime measure. This chapter explains how other motives, particularly the goal of extending Commonwealth jurisdiction over State regulated economic fields, may have been an equal or greater consideration.\textsuperscript{375}

Interestingly they conclude that ‘[i]t remains an open question whether the experience of the evolution of a centralised income tax system in the period 1915 to 1942 is the story of inevitability or coincide of circumstances.’\textsuperscript{376} I would suggest that, absent the struggles of the working class directly around tax, it was an inevitability that accorded with the ongoing trends to centralisation of capital around the globe, the ever closer and closer relationship between state and capital that was the hallmark of capitalism in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, until the age of neoliberalism from the 80s and the fall of the Stalinist state capitalist regimes in 1989-1991, and coupled with the need to sweep away the multiple layers of the state in dealing with business’s most important reality – its profit and the tax payable thereon. All that the Commonwealth had to wait for to implement this inevitability was a coincidence of circumstances and it found them in World War I and II.

World War I, while it saw no direct class conflicts over tax, certainly was a period internationally and in Australia of class struggle. The apogee of this struggle was the Russian revolution in 1917 when in October workers took power through their own institutions of governance, the soviets or workers’ councils. This was one major contributor to the end of the war between the major imperialist powers in Europe. The other was the German Revolution which broke out on 2 November 1918 and was not finally ended until 1923.

In Australia the class struggle during World War I broke out over, among other things, conscription. It was an issue that split the Labor Party. Twice the Australian working class rejected referendum proposals to allow conscription and the debates were often in specific class terms. The rise of the anti-conscription movement along class lines, the small but growing audience the Industrial Workers of the World were winning as a small but growing alternative to the Labor party with their One Big Union, direct action philosophy and anti-war and then anti-conscription arguments and actions, and in 1917 the New South Wales general strike frightened both the Labor Party and the wider ruling class. For example the Labor government and state governments combined to smash the IWW, or Wobblies as they were affectionately known, through frame ups, and in the end brutal repression which criminalised membership and then the group itself. The irony of fighting for freedom in the War to end all
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wars while smashing up the printing press of the Wobblies and jailing their leaders and members was lost on the ruling class.

The privations in Australia that the working class suffered during the war and the slaughter of its soldiers fighting in Europe saw the initial euphoria with the war fade among many workers, to be replaced with despair and in some case radicalisation. It was not however till 1920, inspired by the Russian Revolution, that the Communist Party in Australia formed, built in part by former Wobbly members and by workers, intellectuals and returned soldiers radicalised by the war and the impact of the Russian Revolution. One of the CPA’s first popular calls was to tax the rich, just as the Wobblies had also argued occasionally before they were smashed in 1917. But this of course was in the days before it became a thoroughly Stalinist Party and the spirit of socialism from below, i.e. by the working class acting in its own interests democratically actually still lived on in it.

The income tax continued after World War I, with a period of concurrent income tax imposing burdens on business and other taxpayers. Smith describes this as two suns in heaven, a most arresting and apt description.

It took the Second World War to break this situation of dual revenue raising power. The Second World War provided the opportunity to accelerate the concentration of revenue raising and hence by extension other economic power in the hands of the Commonwealth. The Curtin Labor Government introduced its Uniform Tax Acts in 1941. The 1942 High Court challenge by the States to their constitutionality failed. Smith argues that because the tax was progressive and taxed the rich more, it had popular support. It was also popular because it was linked to funding a widow’s pension introduced in 1942 and unemployment benefits in 1944. While the tax was a class tax in the sense that it exempted most workers with its high tax free limit, that changed in 1943 with a reduction in the tax free threshold which meant the Federal income tax applied to adult workers for the first time. It had become a mass tax (i.e. a tax on workers) under the cover of war. The changes appear to have produced little public disquiet. A Labor government can, because of its closer relationship to the working class and through its ties to the trade union bureaucracy, often get away with bigger attacks on workers than the conservatives can ever hope for.

It was 3 September 1939 when Britain declared war on Germany for its invasion of Poland. Australia followed. At 9.15 pm that evening Prime Minister Menzies told his countrymen and women: ‘Fellow Australians, it is my melancholy duty to inform you officially that, in consequence of the persistence of Germany in her invasion of Poland, Great Britain has declared war upon her, and that, as a result, Australia is also at war.’

It was a war the Australian working class by and large supported. Although workers distrusted Menzies, and his government was weak because it was dependent on the support of two conservative independents, they trusted the Labor Party who enthusiastically supported
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the war. Couple Labor leadership on support for the war with the threat of Nazism and of Japanese invasion (talked up by our rulers and appealing to the baser racist instincts inculcated in the Australian working class by its Labor and conservative leaders) saw high levels of support from workers for the war. The CPA opposed the war for the first few years, not out of any revolutionary analysis, but at the behest of Stalin. Russia at that stage had a deal with Germany to divide up Poland and so its Australian mouthpiece sat silent. Only when Hitler invaded Russia in 1941 did the CPA join the war effort. Apart from mouthing the usual claptrap about defending socialism in the USSR, which was in reality about defending the new state capitalist overlords in charge of the Russian state, the other important role the CPA played was to suppress strikes and wages to further the war effort. The CPA had a strong following in a number of unions and used that strength to convince workers to support the Australian war effort and defeat the fascist threat to socialism. The spirit of Eureka was dead during World War II. One problem was that the working class was stuck in either reformism, or its cousin, Stalinism, both examples of ‘socialism’ from above and top down rule. The other problem was that this was a war at many levels – against Nazism, for British imperialism (although the US was on the verge of becoming the dominant imperialist power as a result of the war, and as we saw when the Iron Curtain approach dominated Western thinking, in reality even when they were allies, in competition with Russian imperialism.

What was missing in Australia during World War II was any political or working class movement of sufficient size and political clarity to build working class opposition to the war and with it to argue that the rich should bear the burden of revenue raising during their war, not workers. It was not to be.

The degeneration of the CPA into Stalinist party, mirroring the battles in the USSR in the mid to late 1920s, and becoming a small mass party during the Depression was one aspect of this inability and working class acceptance of privations (including income tax cutting their living standards) during the war. Another factor was the hold of the Labor Party over workers and the fact it was in Government during and after the war. The party, as a capitalist workers’ party, was both of the working class and against it. It manages capitalism. And so it was during World War II and in relation to income tax. The uniform income tax was a tool of both revenue raising and Keynesian macroeconomic stability, and a key to future funding of the welfare state that was needed to pay back workers for the sacrifices during the war and prevent an after war radicalism that hit much of Europe and even saw the successful war leader Churchill lose the 1946 election to a Labour Party with a reforming programme.

Social democratic dreams of reform flow from the labour-capital relationship. They are a response to the necessity for workers to sell their labour power. However the history of social democracy in Australia since the 1980s under Hawke and Keating has seen the Labor Party abandon that reformist approach as part of its historic role of managing capitalism and responding to the global crisis of capitalism and falling profit rates that re-asserted
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382 Bramble and Kuhn, above n 356, 56.
383 Famous Marxist economist Ernest Mandel argues that there were five different wars going on. See for example Ernest Mandel, ‘Trotskyists and the Resistance in World War Two’ <https://www.marxists.org/archive/mandel/1976/xx/trots-ww2.htm>. Note that he parrots the old Trotskyist line about the war being a defence of the workers’ state against imperialism. It is a funny type of workers’ state that does not have workers running it democratically through their own organs of government.
themselves around the end of the 1960s and beginning of the 1970s. Labor embraced neoliberalism and implemented a transfer of income and wealth from labour to capital unprecedented in Australian history. It is in the process of moving from being a capitalist workers party to a CAPITALIST workers’ party and on to a capitalist party.\textsuperscript{385}

We can see this in the politics around the introduction of the Goods and Services Tax in Australia. In the 1998 GST election John Howard and his Liberal National Coalition government won the majority of seats but won only 49 percent of the vote compared to Labor’s 51 percent on a two party preferred basis. Labor had campaigned against the introduction of a GST and then in 2004 on the policy of ‘roll-back’. However in government from 2007 to 2013 successive Labor governments left the GST alone. The revenue had become a central part of their thinking. Similarly Labor is opposing proposals in 2015 to consider a range of GST reforms, such as increasing the rate from ten percent to 12.5 percent or 15 percent and broadening the base to include fresh food, health and education spending, financial services and sewage and water charges. At not stage has Labor mobilised opposition to the regressive GST on the streets or in the workplaces. The spirit of Eureka is dead in the hands of Labor.

However the old mole of class struggle continues to burrow away, often hidden, sometimes in the open.\textsuperscript{386} As Lenin once remarked ‘There are decades where nothing happens; and there are weeks where decades happen.’ We might be in the decades of nothing happening, in part because of the role of the Labor Party, but the portents are there for a coming bushfire of revolt. If we couple the repressed anger below, reflected in Australia for example by a disengagement from traditional politics and the collapse in membership of the Labor Party as the party of progressive change, with the continuing growth of inequality in Australia, then the warning of Piketty\textsuperscript{387} and other major economists\textsuperscript{388} about the possibility of an explosion against that inequality and against the system itself remains a possibility. The ideas of primitive equality may have morphed into something more sophisticated among working class people globally and in Australia,\textsuperscript{389} but the result may still be the same – an explosion of class struggle. Quantity into quality as some dialecticians might argue. Equality remains engraven in our hearts.

CONCLUSION

This broad sweep of history has hopefully shown that tax, war, democracy and rebellion, and sometimes even revolution, are intertwined. The long slow march of history over the last millennium has been to more and more democracy, with ups and downs along the way not detracting from that broad tend. Democracy is not only about having a say in what taxes are levied and where the revenue is spent, although that is an important component of the march

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Ibid.
\item Karl Marx, \textit{The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte} (International Publishers 1938) 107.
\item This desire for equality among workers arises from and is a result of the capital labour relation and the need for workers to sell their labour power to survive.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
of democracy and the uprisings tax has helped provoke. It is not just about political
democracy. It is also about economic democracy and challenges to the exploitative nature of
feudalism and capitalism, often couched in terms of representation or angst against the
imposition of taxes that cut the effective value of labour power by reducing after tax income
for example.

Today the old mole of class struggle in Australia appears dead. Our task should be to rekindle
the spirit of Eureka and argue for economic justice. A first stage in that is tax reform that is
redistributive from capital to labour, a demand in the current crises of global and Australian
profit rates our rulers cannot accede to. This then may raise questions about the nature of
capitalism and its capacity to provide adequately for a working class feeling more and more
exploited and brow beaten and working on average an extra 6 hours unpaid a week for the
employing class (and in the order of 12 hours a week for academics). We can reach back in
history and argue based on what peasants and workers have done in the past, for a society of
economic justice. Such a social revolution is one that abolishes the exploited class’s own
exploitation. The long slow march of history to real economic justice continues, sometimes
hidden, sometimes open. The old mole of class struggle is not dead; it is burrowing away
under the surface waiting to break out and win that real economic justice that today we can
only dream of.